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ABSTRACT 

The objective of this study was to use the spectral characteristics of inorganic 

suspended sediment to estimate suspended sediment concentrations using less expensive 

multispectral remote sensing systems and techniques. 

Identification of suspended sediment was achieved by digitally processing 

multispectral video and photographic imagery utilizing spectral bands which optimized 

sediment discrimination. After imaging variable suspended sediment concentrations (SSCs) 

concurrent with surface sampling, the relative behavior of discrete spectral bands were 

used to develop procedures and techniques for identifying and quantifying SSC. 

Spectral characteristics of suspended sediment in varying concentrations were 

examined in a controlled laboratory study under natural light conditions. These results 

were then compared with previously collected field data obtained in the Fraser  River 

sediment plume in the Strait of' Georgia. Additionally, airborne multispectral video and 

photographic imagery were taken at  varying scales t,o examine the influence of 

atmospheric factors 011 target radiance. Extraneous factors contributing t o  the suspended 

sediment signal, such as shallow water bottom reflection and lit.tora1 vegetation, were 

also examined. 

It was concluded that both rial-IY)W (10-16.8 mgll, and wldc (31-380 mgil) ranges 

of SSC could be estlmatrd w ~ t h  multispectral vldeo and small format photographic 

imapcn . Results showed that  I eflectance ~ncreased non-llnc.a~-I;\ (except for narrow 

concentration ranges 1 w t h  SC;C. Accompanying this non-lineal Increase In r eflectivlt\ 

was a spectral shlft of pe3.k r e f l e c t i v ~ t ~  from green to red wavelengths of hght 

Results from anborne Imagery acqulred at two altitudes (2000-4000 feet A.M.S.L.1 

demonstrated that the affects of estraneous atmospheric and environmental factors (noisth) 

that contributed to the spectral return from sediment-laden water could be reduced. 

This leductlon in nolse lesulted In an ~mproved classification of SSC. 



The red portion of the spectrum provided the most consistent information over the 

broadest range of sediment and atmospheric conditions. The green spectral region was 

also useful, especially for broad SSC ranges where its behavior could be compared with 

tha t  of the red band by ratio techniques. A channel in the reflected infrared portion of 

the spectrum was  necessary to extend the analytical range of the sensor system and 

insure tha t  image overexposure (i.e., image saturation) did not occur a t  high SSCs. In 

addition. the infrared band could be used to help delineate shallow water and/or the 

land-water interface since these wavelengths are attenuated within the first few 

centimeters of the water. Thus, the rationale for a multispectral approach to water 

quality remote sensing was reaffirmed by these findings. 

The procedures and techniques used in this study support the findings of other 

researchers who used orbital, airborne, and gound-based remote sensing systems to 

estimate SSC. The results also demonstrate that less espensive multispectral video and 

photographic remote sensing systems could be developed for practical water quality 

assessment. 



THE FUTURE .... 

"The  chullengc before the internationul scientific community is to continue to dcllelop 

the science and  technolog.). of rcmote sensing, while on thc other hund ,  develop a n  

intregrated understanding o f  our global life support system, und  work townrd u quantitative 

science of the biosphere. For onlj, i f  we do this will uw t r r ~ l , ~ ,  begin to understand the 

nature o f  the only knouin closed life support system capable o f  sr~staining l i f i  for morc 

than a feu) decades." 

Estes and Star. (1986) 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this study was to use less expensive multispectral remote sensing 

systems and techniques to estimate suspended sediment concentrations. 

The suspended material was comprised primarily of silt and fine sand transported 

by the Fraser  River, twenty miles south of Vancouver, British Columbia. The remote 

sensing system consisted of four ('off-the-shelf) video cameras sensitive in the blue, 

green, red, and reflected infrared spectral regions respectively, and t,wo photographic 

cameras using color and false color infrared film. 

Spectral characteristics of suspended sediment in varying concentrations were 

examined in a controlled laboratory study under natural light conditions. These result 

were then compared with previously collected field data obtained in the Fraser  River 

sediment plume in t.he Strait  of Georgia. Airborne multispectral video and photographic 

imagery were taken at  varying scales to examine the influence of atmospheric factors on 

target radiance. Extraneous factors contributing to the suspended sediment signal, such 

as shallow water bottom reflection. submerged vegetation. and physical environmental 

factors were also examined. Therefore, a secondary objective was to identify and 

evaluate scurces of problems resulting from atmospheric effects. differences in illumination 

(sun angle), instrument noise and noise introduced a s  a result of specular reflectance 

from water surfaces. lcientification of' suspended sediment was achieved through digital 

processing of multispectral imagery utilizing spectral bands w h ~ h  optimize sediment 

discrimination. Afier imaging variable suspended sediment concentrations (SSC) 

concurrent with surface sampling, the relative behavior of discrete spectral bands was 

used to develop procedures and techniques for identifying and quantifving SSC. 



1.1 Introduction 

Marine studies have often been limited by the inability to collect synoptic data. 

Extrapolation of surface sample results to unsampled areas have been tenuous and 

inaccurate. Investigators examining water quality parameters and phenomena have also 

been hampered by equipment, personnel, and cost contraints. These difficulties are 

particularly acute in estuarine studies where significant changes in conditions occur over 

short distances and time periods. Remote sensing data can overcome this difficulty by 

allowing analysis of complex phenomena such a s  suspended sediment concentrations and 

circulation patterns over entire estuaries and sea basins. 

Most remote sensing studies of water qua1it.y have utilized orbital multispectral 

scanner imagery and relatively large water bodies. Many studies have been successful 

in determining various aspects of sediment loads, but, were limited by spatial and 

spectral resolution and atmospheric restrictions (Bowker ci nl., 1075; Viollier and 

Baussart, 1978; Aranuvachapun and LeBlond, 1981; Carpenter and Carpenter, 1983,. 

Landsat Multispectral Scanner (MSS) has been the principal orbital system used to 

date. Landsat MSS was designed for terrestrial applications, and is not well suited for 

accurate analysis of water quality. Consequently, data processing and presentation 

techniques were designed for differentiation of land cove1 classes. not water quality and 

related dynamic environments (Carpentel and Carpenter. 1983~. Landsat MSS data a1.e 

subject to analog-to-logarithmic compression. analog-to-digital conversion. and digit.al 

calibration and decompression before being distributed to t.he user. The character of' tht. 

raw data values, and their proximity to other image data. determine the statistical 

decision rules for image calibration and rectification. Therefore. the statistical calibrat.ion 

and data transformation processes adminiswred to the digital imagery are  difficult to 

invert. making the retrieval of the original data values extremely difficult to achieve 

(Viollier and Baussart,  1 978: Carpenter. 198 1 ). 



A further problem with Landsat MSS is its low spatial resolution (50 meters).  

The reflectance of any  number of discrete sub-pixel objects a re  represented by a single 

reflectance value averaged for the 79m x 79m area. This affects studies concerned 

with small or narrow water bodies. and highly variable environments such a s  coastal 

marine environments. These environments a re  typically made up of nearshore and 

foreshore features with marsh communities and shore deposits, and shallow and deep 

water,  with and without suspended sediment. Many of these features a re  'sub-pixel' in 

size and would be masked or averaged together in a n  image pixel. 

Spectral resolution limitations of Landsat MSS include the lack of a channel in the 

blue spectral region (420-500nrn) and fixed wide-band channels ( 2 100nm) (see Figure 

1). In a study to determine SSC in a macrotidal system using MSS data, Amos and 

Alfiildi (1979) achieved high correlations between SSC and radiance despite the large 

variety of grain sizes, compositions, and shapes of the suspended particles. Therefore, 

they concluded that  MSS broad-band channels smooth-over or mask these variables, and 

that they were undetectable. 

The signal return from relatively clear water is ver j  low compared to terrestrial 

features because most light incident on a water surface is absorbed by the water body. 

For a solar zenith angle of 6 0 • ‹ ,  Davis (1978) determmed that the total upwelling 

irradiance. due to reflected sun and skylight, plus that due to upwelling subsurface light. 

was approximately 7.4% of the total incident llght. integrated over the visible spectrum. 

The subsurface component (i.e., that portion containing water quality information) was 

approximately 2.5% of t,otal incident sunlight. This low spectral return translated to a 

grey intensit?. range of about. 1-9  (with a possible range of O - 1271 on a Landsat 

image of moderately turbid waters in the Chesapeake Bay (Kritikos ct ul.. 1974). 

Included in this small density number (DK)  ' range were atmospheric contributions t,o the 

returned signal. Over clear deep water,  more than 95% of the signal measured by 

1 the grey-scale density numbers which make up the digital image representing 

reflectance from the grouTd scene. They range between O (black) and 64, 127, or 255 
(white). depending whether the image data is represented by (i bit. 7 bit, or 8 bit 
format (see footnote ' 2 ' ) .  



PERTINENT PORTION o f  the 
ELECTRO-NAGNETIC SPECTRUM 
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Figure 1: VISIBLE PORTION OF THE ELECTRO-MAGNETIC SPECTRUM. 
INCLUDING NEAR INFRARED. THE VARIOUS SENSOR BANDS OF LANDSAT: 
-4ND THE hlSV ARE INDICATED. 

Lsndsat  TM 

Landsat  MSS 

1 

"Both Landsat MSS and TM have non-visible (infrared) bands that are not shown in 
the diagram. 



Landsat MSS originates a s  atmospheric scattering caused by aerosol content alone. In 

terms of reflectivity, this translates a s  more than the difference between 10-100 mgll of 

suspended silt (Moore, 1978). 

Electronic aberrations in the early MSS data resulted in an  error of about 7-16% 

(Williamson et al., 1973) of the signal returned from the water (from 1-3 grey levels; 

Kritikos, 1974). The six detectors comprising each spectral band had slightly different. 

~haract~eris t ics  which were not complet,ely accounted for in the calibration process. 

Carpenter (1981) noted that  with the small range in DNs over water, classification of 

water quality tended to respond to differences between detect.ors within a band a s  much 

a s  to differences between areas. Williamson et ul., (19733; and Whitlock (1976) 

indicated tha t  more recent Landsat data had system noise comprising 5-10'50 of the 

return from water. Because of the low spectral return from the water,  the 

signal-to-noise ratio (S:N) was low (i.e.. - 4: l :  Viollier and Baussart. 1978). MSS noise 

and atmospheric noise comprise a large portion of the spectral return over water and 

hinder the quantitative assessment of water quality. 

Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) may present a viable alternative to Landsat MSS 

for measurement of SSC. TM has improved spatial 130m versus 79m), spectral ( 7  

channels versus 4 channels). and radiometric (8 bit versus 7 bi t)3 resolution. TM 

channel bandwidths are narrower than those of MSS. and the addition of a blue band 

has  greatly enhanced the utility of the imagery for water quality studies. However. 

significant atmospheric alt,eration of the recieved signal and periodicity of coverage i l ( j  

days)  coupled with infrequent cloud-free days in the Pacific Northwest still pose pl,oblem5 

for some studies. 

------------------ 
2 Scene radiance was measured in four channels which were comprised of six detectors 
each. The sensitivities of these six detectors were averaged by on-board calibration 
functions to produce a single output value representing ground radiance. 

3 In digital computer terminology, this is a binary digit that is an exponent of the 
base 2. Therefore, 8 bit is 2' or '255': 6 bit is " or 63: 'i bit is 127.  These 
numbers indicate the dynamic range of' the sensor. 



Prior to 1968, when the first airborne multispectral scanner was designed and 

developed, aerial photography was used to map water turbidity and depth (Moore, 1947; 

Jones, 19.57). Aerial photography can provide satisfactory quantitative results by 

employing careful calibration techniques (Moore, 1947; Piech and Walker, 1971; Scherz 

and Van Domelen, 1975; Villemonte ct al., 1974: Lillisand et al., 1975). However, ihe 

use of color-pack films results in degradation of color separation images used in 

densitometric analysis. 'Color pack' film refers to multi-emulsion film used to generate 

color photcgraphs. The emulsion layers a re  designed to be sensitive to light of certain 

wavelengths. However, the red and green light-sensitive layers a re  partially exposed by 

blue light because they overlay each other. Thus, color pack films have overlapping 

spectral sensitivity between layers. For studies focusing on the radiometric 

characterization of features or phenomena, analyses using multi-layered film must  cope 

with reduced spectral resolution. 

A number of airborne multispectral scanners have been used for water quality 

remote sensing (e.g., Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS). NASA's Ocean Color Scanner 

(OCSI, and Bendix Modular Multispectral Scanner (lV S). Noise in the data ranged 

from .2 -30+% of the water radiance values, depending on the scanner being used. 

particular band under analysis. and instrument gain (Whitlock. 1976). These airborne 

scanners were flexible remote sensors because appropriate bandwidths could be selected 

to optimize feature discrimination. with possible bandwidths usudly  a s  narrow as  10 

nanomet.ers (nmj. -41~0, the numbei of possible bands could be more than ten. although 

the number of bands analyzed was seldom more than foul- due to computer data 

handling and cost constraints. Airborne flexibility allowed good spatial resolution fol- 

many applications. Thus. these systems provided excellent spatial and/or spectra] 

resolution. but were very expensive and highly technical systems that required expensive 

aircraft and specialized system operators. These costs could be prohibitive fol many 

site-specific resource oriented water quality applications. 



To establish the utility of remote sensing for a certain application, two criteria 

must  be met: 1) the analytical capability of the method, and 2) the economic 

competitiveness of the approach as compared with alternative methods for obtaining the 

same information. Optimally, many users could combine budget resources ti obtain 

useful imagery to suit. the requirements of each of the different studies in a cost 

effective manner; however, this would necessitate a level of cooperation and 

communication between engineers, users, and agencies which is often unrealistic. Many 

projects are site or application specific, requiring that  the sensor system be flexible 

enough to adequately meet the various needs of each study. In reality, even similar 

projects may be spatially or spectrally incompatible, and be approached a s  separate 

studies. As the number of potential users decrease. the cost of remote imagery 

increases. The tradeoff has  been to compromise unique site-specific detail for managable 

costs. The cost of sophisticated airborne MSS imagery could easily exceed the budget 

for some practical investigations or applications. 

One other important, consideration in remote sensing of water quality is the fact 

that different spectral bands respond differently to different suspended sediment 

r concentrations. A particular band may be extremely sensitive to changes in SSC a t  low 

concentrations (e.p.. green), but be saturated. or insensitive, a t  high SSCs: whereas 

another band ie.g.. red or neal. infrared1 may not be highly sensit,ive at low SSCs but 

is not saturated at highel. concentrations. thus ext,ending the useful analytical range. In  

order to maximize both analytical range and sensitivity. a multispectral appro:ich is 

1978,. supeiwl to single-band methods iHolver. 

In hght of' the limitations of orblta 

fidellty of color-pack films. and the high 

.I multispectral scanners. the lack of spectral 

cost of airborne multispectral scanners. an 

alteimative fhl. squiring, analyzing. and processing remote sensing data of water quality 

for practical resource management purposes is evident. low cost. spectrally suitable 

and versatile remote sensing system needs to be developed for water quality analysis. 

along with compatible methodologies for information extraction from such a system. 



Both the sensor system and methods need to be developed so that  a range of [sediment] 

conditions can be related on a spatial, spectral, and temporal basis. For example, an  

ideal system for aquiring and analyzing SSC data would be able to reliably determine 

variable SSCs in different geographical locations a t  different times. Important 

considerations tha t  need to be addressed in formulating this methodology are: 

1) knowledge of energy-matter interactions in atmosphere and water, 

2) knowledge of the sensor system employed, 

3 )  appropriate control or correction for extraneous influences of image data (e.g., 

atmosphere and system noise), 

4) proper data manipulation conforming to physical and statistical criteria, 

5) consistency of results, and. 

61 applicability, in terms of analytical ability and cost. 



CHAPTER 2 

SIGNAL RESPONSES IN WATER BODIES 

Absorpt,ion of light in clear water increases with increasing wavelength. The 

maximum transmission and reflection peak for clear water is in the blue region of the 

spectrum (400-460 nanometers (nm)), and more light is absorbed through the green and 

red portions of the spectrum (500-600nm; 600-700nm). Water attenuates nearly all 

incident energy in the reflected infrared (720-1100+ nm; see Figure 2). 

The spectral characteristics of a water body change with the introduction of 

suspended particles. These particles backscatter impinging radiation tha t  would otherwise 

penetrate deeper into the water body and be absorbed by the water. The stronger 

reflectance from the turbid wat.er is accompanied by a spectral shift of peak reflectivity 

towards longer wavelengths. The strength of the backscattered radiation increases with 

increasing sediment concentrations. and the magnitude of the peak spectral return to the 

sensor can be coi-relat.ed with particular sediment types and concentrations. Examination 

and evaluation of these relative shif1.s of object reflectivity a s  conditions change is 

central to multispectral remote sensing. 

Some important variables that can affect remote sensing of physical water-quality 

characteristics. and t,hat must be accounted for in both empirical and radiative transfer 

modeling equations illloore. 19781, are: 

Time of year - The Earth ~ec ieves  '7 percent more energ? from the sun on 

January  1 than on Jul \  1 because of ~ t s  orblt. 

Sun-elevation angle - More solar energy is specularly reflected from water surfaces 

at  low sun-elevation angles than at high angles. -Also. the path length of sola1 

energy through the atmosphere IS iongel at low sun-elevat~on angles, and more 

solar energy IS absorbed and scattered. 

Aerosol and molecular content of the atmosphere - These constituents determine the 

amount of solar energy absorbed and scattered by the atmosphere. 

Specular reflection of sk? light from the water surface - Specularly reflected skylight 
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Figure 2: ABSORPTION AND SCATTERING PROPERTIES OF LIGHT IN PURE 
WATER. 



is recieved by a sensor, and hence, influences the spectral re turn from both 

sediment-laden and clear water. The intensit,y and wavelength distribution of this 

energy depends on atmospheric scattering and absorption. 

Roughness of the water  surface - A rough surface may produce more or less 

specular reflection than a smooth surface. 

Water  color - Dissolved colored materials increase absorption of solar energy in 

water.  

Reflectance and absorption characteristics of suspended sediment - When present in 

high concentrations, particles affect the spectral distribution of backscattered energy. 

Depth of water  and reflectance of bottom sediment - Water  c1arit.y determines the 

importance of bottom reflectance. Light reflected from the bottom of a water  body 

may be confused with increasing SSC. Solar energy may  not reach the sea-bed in 

turbid water,  or water deeper than  100 meters.  

Energy-Matter Interactions 

Remote sensing surveys of water  quality a re  based on the assumption tha t  a 

meaningful relationship exists between reflectance and water quality. However, radiance 

values derived from remote sensing hardware do not directly relate to ground reflectance 

values because of differences in physical environments and at,mospheric influences. If 

ground features a re  to be characterized in terms of their spectral reflectil7ity, 

atmospheric noise must be eliminated. Additionally. if' multi-date comparisons a re  to be 

made, even limited to one location. ad,justment of the remote sensing da ta  is required to 

allow for differences in sun illumination, atmospheric backscattering and attenuation of 

energy, and the resulting surface reflection effects. These atmospheric effects obscure 

and reduce the contrast between ad.jacent s u r h c e  features on the imagery and make 

feature identification more difficult. 

The phenomena affecting water color can be classified Into three categories (Piech 

and Walker. 1971): 1)  atmospheric and source effects: 21 surf'ace reflection: and 3)volume 



reflection !'true' water color). Only volume effects provide information about water 

quality; the other effects obscure and degrade the desired spectral information by 

changing the apparent water color, and should be corrected 

Source and Atmospheric Effects: Source effects refer to the two energy sources 

available for passive remote sensing, incoming direct sunlight and skylight. (diffuse). 

These sources differ in relative energy content, spectral distribution. and in the degree to 

which they are  reflected from water surfaces (due to their different angular distribution) 

(Figure 3; Piech and Walker, 1971: Sydor, 1980j. Direct sunlight is collimated, and 

three to six times more intense than diffuse skylight (Whitlock. 1976). The constituents 

of the atmosphere selectively scatter shorter wavelengths more severely than longer 

wavelengths. Thus, skylight has a large ultra-violet and blue energy component, with 

reduced scattering for longer visible wavelengths, and virtually no scattering of 

near-infrared energy. Atmospheric attenuation is predominant in numerous longwave 

infrared regions due to absorption by water vapor and carbon dioxide, but is less 

important a t  near-infrared wavelengths (Sabins. 1979). 

The amount of atmospheric scatter is not only a function of humidit.?. and dust. 

content. but also sun angle. When the solar altitude decreases from 90' (sun directly 

overhead). the atmospheric luminance increases due to longer effective scattering volume 

caused by the longer path length of' solar radiation th~.ough the atmosphere (Figure 4). 

The ;~t.mospheric luminance at a so la^. altitude angle of' 30' is about t.wice the value fo~ ,  

a solai altitude of 90'. Increasing absorption of light in the longer atmospheric path 

lwgins t o  be the dominant fact.01. foi smaller angles. Thus. the atmosphere affects 

energy sensed by remote detectors in three ways (Turner ct al.. 1971): 1) it modifies 

the spectral and spat.ia1 distribution of the radiation incident on water; 21 the. energy 

returned from the water is decreased b: scattering and absorption along the path to the 

sensor (atmospheric transmittance,: : 3 )  the apparent energy returned from the watel  is 

increased due to skylight scattered into the field-of-view IFOV) of the detectol,. 
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Figure 3: APPROXIMATE SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF SUNLIGHT AND 
SKYLlGHT ON A CLEAR DAY (after Piech and Walker, 1971). 
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Figure 3: ATMOSPHERIC LUMINANCE AS A FUNCTION OF SOLAR ALTITUDE 
ANGLE (after Slater, 1975). 



A study by Turner ct nl. (1971) illustrated the influence of diffuse radiation on 

object reflectivity. They attempted to quantify spectral path radiance by measuring the 

spectral return from grey reflectance panels. The resulting path radiance spectrum 

looked suspiciously like a reflectance spectrum for preen vegetation, and they discovered 

tha t  radiation from nearby objects outside the sensor's FOV (grass) were being scattered 

into the FOV of the reciever. Similarly, Griggs (1973) found that  Landsat MSS 

radiance data obtained within 1300 feet of the shoreline was contaminated by the high 

albedo of land. 

Transmittance of the atmosphere and amount of skylight depends on meteorological 

conditions, quantity and size of water vapor and dust particles within the atmosphere, 

solar angle, and the altitude of measurement. The atmospheric transmission will 

decrease with increasing altitude due to the increased influence of the intervening 

atmosphere. Since radiance from the water is much less than the average radiance of 

the surroundings ii.e., sun, atmosphere, and clouds). the apparent radiance from the 

water increases with altitude because the noise from the surroundings is greater than 

the target radiance (Horvath et al., 1970). The tendency towards increase in apparent 

radiance is significantly strengthened by hazy atmospheric conditions, and is inversely 

related to wavelength (Horvath et al., 1970). Measurements by Hovis and Leung (1977) 

show that the radiance at high altitudes can be several times that at  low altitudes. As 

3 result. the apparent differences in reflectivity between targets will decrease with 

increasing altitude. 

SIL&(I(, Reflection Efizcts: \Vater surfaces reflect light due to the discontinuity in 

refractive index at the air-water interface. Portions of the imagery affected by specular 

reflection of direct sunlight are useless for water quality analysis since the returned 

radiation is nearly identical ti) the incident radiation. and overwhelms the volume 

reflected energy from the water.  Specular reflectance is recorded by the sensor a s  

'white'. resulting in loss of information. Information may be obtained from areas on the 

imagery affected by skylight reflected energy tdiffusei if the volume reflected energy 



from the water is stronger. The percentage of energy reflected from calm water 

depends on sun-elevation angle (Figure 5; Table 1) (List, 1971). 

Only small amounts of information are  lost by specular reflection at sun-elevation angles 

greater than 30•‹, whereas specular reflection is a serious problem a t  sun angles less 

than 30'. 

Changes in sea-state induce changes in sea surface reflection coefficients (Cox and 

Munk, 1956; Wald and Monget, 1983). Rough water increases the area of sunglint on 

lmagery because many waves have slopes that  specularlp reflect light towards the 

sensor. This effect is complex because of multiple reflections and differences in 

wavelength, height, and slope of surface waves. These surface roughness factors affect 

imagery according to windhave  direction, direction of flight (look angle), and solar 

altitude. 

Sunglint reflects visible energy a t  all wavelengths (white light) and changes the 

absolute level of' the remotely measured flux, with little effect on the relative spectral 

signature (Johnson et ul., 1983). While portjons of the imagery affected by specular 

reflection of direct sunlight can be avo~ded or ellminated from image analysis, surface 

Table 1: P e r c e n t  Reflection of So la r  Ene rgy  From Calm Water. 

Solar Elevation Angle Percent Reflection 

(after List, 1971 1 

16 



Figure 

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE 

5: PERCENTAGE REFLECTANCE FROM AIR-WATER INTERFACE -4s A 
FUNCTION OF ANGLE OF INCIDENCE, MEASURED FROM VERTICAL (values are 
for unpolarized light only)(after Piech and Walker, 1971). 



reflected skylight occurs a t  every point within the scene. The amount of surface 

reflected skylight is a function of meteorological conditions, but typically constitutes about 

10% of the reflected signal for a clear day (Moore, 1978: Piech and Walker, 1971). 

Since diffuse skylight is not specularly uniform. it not only increases the volume 

reflectance from the water, but also distorts its spectral shape towards the blue 

wavelengths. Jerlov (1968) inferred that  reflectance under clear sky conditions was only 

weakly dependent on wind speed and air-mass turbidity, and was primarily a function of 

solar altitude. 

Volume RefZection: The color of water is a function of its own optical properties 

and the type and concentration of dissolved and suspended particles. Sunlight (direct 

solar radiation and diffuse sky radiation) tha t  is not specularly reflected is refracted 

downward a t  the air-water surface and is depleted due to molecular absorption and 

scattering by the water,  a s  well a s  absorption, defi-action, and reflection by suspended 

particles in the water (McCluney. 1976; Gordon, 1974). Molecular scattering by the 

water is so small that it may be neglected (Moore, 1947). Scattering by suspended 

particles in coastal waters will generally be in a forward direction; its extent depending 

on the size and amount of suspended particles and on the wavelength of light being 

considered (Di Toro. 1978). Forward scattering refers to light scattered deeper into the 

water body. i.e., in a forward direction. Thus, wavelengths which are  susceptible t.o 

absorption by watei  (e.g.. red) can actually penetrate deeper into the water body than 

some of' the more deeply penetrating wavelengths. such a s  the blue-green wavelengths in 

clear water. Some of' the forward-scattered energy is absorl~ed bj- both the watel. and 

the suspended mat.erial in the water. The remaining enel,gy is 'backscatt.ered' by the 

suspended particles. Tlw fewer suspended pa:-ticles, the lower the backscat,tered energy 

component. The reemerging light resulting from backscattering was used in this study 

to predict sediment concentrations. In clear deep water. only about 1-3':;. of incident 

energy is backscattered, and about ten times more blue light is scattered than red light 

(Moore. 1978). After passing thi.ouph the seawater. light reaching the sea-bed will be 

partially diffuse from scattering by both atmosphere and n7ater. and partially parallel 



(Moore, 19471, the proportions varying over a wide range. The sea-bed will then act 

a s  a diffuse reflector, the fraction reflected depending on the color and texture of the 

bottom and the wavelengths considered. 

Backscattered energy reaching the water surface a t  an  angle greater than 4fi0 will 

be internally reflected back into the water body (Moore, 1947; Di Toro, 1972; Holyer, 

1978). The volume reflection of' water is the portion of upwelling irradiance which 

emerges from the water surface after selective scattering, reflection, and absorption by 

suspended particles. This irradiance is measured by the remote sensors after additional 

atmospheric absorption and scattering. 

2.2 Quantifying Volume Reflection 

Penetration of radiation in pure water is described by an extinction coefficient w ,  

which is the sum of the absorption coefficient a and the scattering coefficient 0; both 

the a and the 0 coefficients vary with wavelength and SSC (Moore, 1947). Table 2 

illustrates the interaction bet,ween these coefficients in pure water. Basically, the 

extinction coefficient increases with increasing wavelength and depth (Tyler et ul., 1972).  

Absorption dcminates the extinction coefficient at wavelengths longer than 500 nm, and 

a t  600 nm (red) the absorption and extinction are  approximately equal. Absorption is 

low a t  visible wavelengths less than 500 nm and the extinction coefficient is influenced 

by molecular scattering. The scattering coefficient varies inversely with wavelength, and 

at wavelengths greater than ( 5 0 0  nm. scattering in pure water is negligible (See Table 

2,. 

These values of the ext,inction coefficient only apply for pure water. Various types 

of inorganic and organic particles. with different size distributions and shapes. yield 

different volume scattering functions (Ghovanlou et al., 1977: Gupta and Ghovanlou, 

19781. Scattering is almost entirely in the forward direction for turbid waters: Di Toro 

!1978~ found that about 50% of scattered light was scattered within 5% of its incident 

direction. 



Table 2 
Spectral Coefficients for Pure Water 

iafier Morel and Prieur.  1977 1 

X = wavelength ( n m )  
w = es~ inc t ion  coefficient (rn-l) 
0 = scattering coefficlent !m- I  ) 

a = absorptmn coefficlent (rn-l i  



The scattering and absorption coefficients are often expressed a s  a ratio; Pis. The 

/3ia ratio of the water mixture is much lower than tha t  of sediment alone (Whitlock, 

19763. Inorganic sediments have P/a ratios much larger than unity throughout, the 

visible spectrum; hence, the input of sediments into a water body will increase the 

volume reflectance and turbid water will appear brighter than clear water (Ghovanlou et 

al., 1977; Gupta and Ghovanlou, 1978). As sediment concentration increases. the 

scattering coefficient increases a t  a much faster rate  than the absorption coefficient until 

sediment concentration becomes so high tha t  absorption for the pure water component. 

alone is small in comparison to absorption of the suspended particles (Bowker et al., 

1975; Whitlock, 1975). Mueller (1973) showed that  a n  increase in the absorption within 

the suspended particles produced a reduction in /3 with w being decreased only slightly. 

Many workers have found that  particle size rather than texture or color is the 

predominate factor relating SSC to volume reflectance (Bowker et al., 1975; Whitlock, 

1976; Holyer, 1978; Moore, 1978). As the particle size increases, and the number of 

these larger particles increase, the minimum extinction coefficient, shifts from the blue to 

the red portion of the spectrum (due to increased reflection from the sediment-laden 

water) (Moore, 1947). 

Potentially, many dissolved substances can contribute to the color of a water body 

and affect its absorption characteristics. One important dissolved substance which affects 

the absorption properties of marine wat.ers is gelbstoff (or "yellow substance"). 

H0,jerslev !1979) has shown that  gelbstoff and its fluorescent by-products a re  dependent 

on erosion and river runoff and salinity, not organic matter or temperature. as 

previously thought. Temperature and salinity have been shown to have very little direct 

influence on water color (Moore. 1947: McClune>-. 11176: Moore, 1978: Khorram. 1985). 



2.3 Approaches - to Suspended Sediment Concentration Prediction 

There are  two different approaches which can be taken to analyze remote sensing 

data of water quality, theoretical modeling and an  empirical approach. The two are  

complementary and interrelated, and should be pursued simultaneously. This would 

require the cooperation of many investigators in a substantial laboratory and field 

measurement program (McCluney, 1976). 

Theoretical modeling approaches have two phases. micro- and macroscopic 

(McCluney, 1 9 7 4 4 .  Microscopic models assume knowledge of the particle size 

distribution and concentration of particulate matter.  Classical absorption and scattering 

theories a re  then used with mathematical simulations to model t,he absorption and 

scattering properties of pure water and any combination of suspended matt.er. A 

simpler and less expensive approach (in terms of' computer time) is to use known 

scatteringlabsorption properties of the suspended material to simulate changes of watei, 

color with changing particulate concentrations (McCluney, 1974a). 

Macroscopic models use the absorption, scattering, and extinction properties of light 

in turbid water (determined in the microscopic models), along with atmospheric 

components, incident sunlight and skylight, water surface roughness. and bottom effects 

to predict the volume reflectance of' a water body (Jei,lov. 1968: Gordon and Brown, 

1973a: 1073b: 1974: I\~IcCluney, 1974a). The macroscopic model is based on radiativt. 

t,ransfer t h ~ o r i e s  of' both atmosphere and water, and should include the ef'f'ects of 

multiple scat,tering within the water body (Gupta and Ghovanlou, 1978. McCluney. 1976) .  

Gordon and others (Gordon and Brown. 1073: Gordon: 1973; Gordon, ef al.. 1975; Maul 

and Gordon, 1977; see also McCluney. 1974a: Gupta and Ghovanlou. 1978) developed a 

quasi-single scattering model using Monte-Carlo techniques to simulate multiple scattering 

of diffuse light in turbid water. with and without bottom reflection. These techniques 

trace movements of photons (i.e., life histories) after ent,ry into the water body. Such 

models map  not be feasible for practical investigations because 100,000 separate 

computer cases may be required to define the upwelled radiance Whitlock, 1 9 7 6 ~ .  



Another macroscopic model was proposed by Di Toro (1978) utilizing a combination of 

an  exponential and a quasi-single scattering approximation to the radiative transfer 

equations. Di Toro assumed a n  exponential decay of both downwelling and upwelling 

irradiance with depth and a strong scattering component in a forward direction. with 

scattering in all other directions being isotropic. 

In an  investigation which compared the Gordon et al. (1975) and the Di Toro 

models, Bukata et al. (1979) found tha t  these models may  be brought into close 

agreement with sun angle corrections. When theoretical results of the Monte Carlo 

method were compared with experimental results of extremely clear ocean water in the 

Sargasso Sea, it was found tha t  the shape of the two spectra were similar (McCluney, 

1974a.). Di Toro's predicted absorption and scattering coefficients also agreed closely 

with actual values, and when particle concentration and types were measured, an  

application of the method to the turbid waters  in the San  Francisco Bay was 

satisfactory (Di Toro, 1976). Futher testing is needed to evaluate the accuracy of the 

quasi-single scattering model for more turbid waters. One limitation is tha t  these 

models apply only to calculations of general irradiance, not specific radiance. Although 

initial results look promising, furthur work is needed to establish the validity and 

accuracy of this method. Other analytical solutions of radiative transfer equations have 

tended to be extremely complex (Morse and Feshbach. 1953) unless the problem is so 

simplified that  the solutions are  nearly meaningless (McCluney. 1976). 

Once models have been developed and multispectrd data collected. these models 

need to be inverted t.0 predict water quality parameters from the apparent wat.el- color 

spectxum (McCluney. 1976; Di Toro. 1 9 7 8 ~ .  The more complex the model, the more 

difficult. i t  is to correctly perform the mathematical inversion required to determine 

suspended sediment concentrations. Theoretically, the complete spectral definition of the 

absorption and scattering properties of all particulates in the sea would permit. a solution 

to the general problem of quantifying ocean color (Jerlov, 1968). 



The empirical approach correlates surface sediment values with simultaneously 

collected imagery of the apparent radiance of the sea. Multispectral algorithms utilize 

radiance values a t  separate discreet wavelength intervals, which can be overlapping (e.g., 

color photography) or non-overlapping, to determine sediment concentrations. The 

empirical approach is closely tied with the remote sensing concept of 'supervised 

classification'. Supervised classification is the correlation of remotely measured radiance 

values of a feature to some property or characteristic about tha t  feature, usually 

determined by surface survey. This study correlated SSC with optical DNs obtained 

from photographic and video imagery. Supervised classification techniques are  based on 

surface 'truth' observations, the breadth of which depends on the accuracy required and 

the cost of misclassification. 

Unsupervised classification is the process by which image DNs are  statistically 

assigned to spectrally distinct groups, with the identity of the groups determined 

independently. The features a re  classified by the pre-determined spectral signature of a 

feature, and no surface truth data is collected. Inter-planetary probes employ 

unsupervised classification techniques, unless they can remotely collect actual ground 

truth samples a s  well a s  imagery. Totally unsupervised classification seldom occurs due 

to the inquisitive nature of researchers, resource managers, and other users; many 

potential users and investigators need to be convinced of the accuracy and validity of 

remote sensing techniyues over other accepted methods. Unsupervised classification 

techniques are generally based on models developed by extensive surface t,ruth studies 

ii.e.. supervised classification techniques.). Usuall!. some sort of' validation and/or 

adjustments a re  made to the classifier by examining ancillary data sources. e.g., maps 

or air phot,os. Lillisand and K i e f e ~  t 19781 refer to this process as "hybrid" 

classification. 

If features are to be identified by their spectral signatures. all variables 

contributing to t,he feature's reflectance spectra need to be quantified. This would 

require the standardization andlor control over phenomena affecting image data,  namely. 



variable atmospheric conditions, since measurements of many meteorological factors is 

important in developing analytical corrections for orbital and high altitude imagery. 

These data a re  often not available for a particular site and are  usually summarized a s  

average values over an  entire scene or a re  estimated from tables of prior measurements. 

given tha t  some important meteorological data was obtained. The accuracy of the 

classification is dependent on the accuracy of the atmospheric models of overpass 

conditions. If some meteorological measurements a re  unavailable (e.g., archival imagery), 

they must  be estimated using ancillary information or physical relationships evident in 

the remote sensing data ie.g.. see Aranuvchapun and LeBlond, 1983; Ho1,ver. 1984) .  

Many of these sophisticated atmospheric relationships can be summarized by 

empirically derived relationships between objects' reflectivity. The spectral deviation of a 

'standard reflector'" in the scene can be estimated by comparison to its 'true' 

reflectivity. This deviation can be used to radiometrically adjust other image DNs. For 

example. a black object or shadow can represent the baseline for scene radiance (see 

Chapter 3.2). Other atmospheric factors can become insignificant with low altitude 

imagery. Such corrections for atmospheric scatter can be simplified with the use of low 

altitude multispectral imagery (Bukata, 19811. 

Once remote sensing imagery and surface truth measurements have been obtained. 

relat,ionships can be evaluat.ed with multispectral algorithms in order to predict SSC. 

Image DNs can be systematically processed and manipulated in a predictable mannei 

with the use of' thest, algorithms. Algorithms are  based on the enei-gy-matter 

Interactions. physra l  environmental dynamics and components. propert~es of the employed 

sensor system, and other specific criteria dictated by the study. Tbe object of 

multispectral algorithms is to determine the linear or non-linear relationship between the 

radiance values of each channel {independent variables) and suspended sediment 

concentrat~on (dependent variable,. The complexity of these algorithms range from 

simple linear relationships between one channel and SSC, t o  linear combinations of the 

4 An object that  is spectrally stable and usually either black or white. such a s  airport 
tarmacs 01 concrete dams: or a target with a known spectral distribution. 



channels, to ratio combinations of channels, to third order polynomials (Johnson, 1975; 

Bartolucci et ul., 1977; Holyer, 1978; Bukata and Jain,  1979). Regression with radiance 

and SSC data statistically determine the fitting coefficients for maximum correlation. 

The accuracy and prediction capabilities of the developed algorithm can then be evaluated 

by application to additional data. Literature reviews by Johnson and Harriss,  (1980), 

Cracknell. (1981), Geraci et ul. (1980), Witzig and Whithurst, (1981). Colwell (1983), 

and Virdin (1985) showed tha t  suspended sediment can be statistically correlated with 

radiance using optical techniques. 

2.4 Summary 

The amount and spectral distribution of energy that  an  object reflects provides 

information about that object. Scene reflectivity is influenced by numerous physical and 

environmental factors which can be measured, controlled, or uncontrolled. Regardless of 

all the influencing factors, ground radiance is translated into image densit,y numbers 

(DNs). The value of these DKs provide the basic information for countless remote 

sensing studies; it is the way these DNs are  manipulated that enhances the desired 
I 

information while de-emphasizing unrelated information (noise). 

The spectra of clear water is well known, and provides a reliable 'baseline' with 

which to make comparisons. Deviations from this baseline (evaluated by mult.ispect,ral 

remote sensing techniques~ is caused primarily by inorganic sediment (in this study). and 

secondly. by estraneous factors such a s  atmospheric contributions. botmm reflection. and 

submerged vegetation. Because of' the low- spectral return from water, it is important 

to cont,rol and correct for different light conditions (e.g., sun angle and clouds). variable 

atmospheric conditions. surface reflection ce.g., sung lint^, and sea-state. The accurac? of 

an empirically derived multispectral algorithm depends on the accurate assessment of 

atmospheric contributions to target c1.e.. SSC) radiance. The spatial and spectral 

iesolutlon of orb~ta l  remote sensors will be continually improved, resulting in ~mproved 

classification of watei quahty parameters in small-scale s tud~es .  Atmospherit components 



will always be important terms in water quality classification algorithms, and periodicity 

and spectral rigidity may render orbital imagery deficient for some site-specific 

applications. 

Many difficult meteorological measurements, or their estimation, can be avoided by 

using low altitude aerial survey. Subsequently, the remotely sensed water volume 

reflectance has  minimum atmospheric interference, while other secondary factors 

influencing the signal response from the water can be estimated from the remote sensing 

data ie.g.. surface reflection and sea-state), or measured directly in a straight-forward 

manner (e.g., sun angle). Aerial survey missions also allow for: 

- co-ordination with complex surface observations. 

- variable image scales, 

- unique, site-specific target conditions, 

- rapidly changing environments (both spatially and temporal), 

- flexible scheduling of missions, and 

- satisfactory data collection under conditions inappropriate for high altitude sensors (e.g., 

cloud cover). 

The airborne flexibility and excellent spatial and spectral resolution of airborne 

multispectral scanner imagery makes i t  an attractive alternative to orbital sensors, 

especially for site-spccific studies. The primary limitation of these sensors systems is 

cost. Therefore. a need foi applications-oriented remote sensing of' water qualit,y is 

evident. Ideally, this system needs t.o be inexpensive. spectrall>- flexible. and flown at 

low altitudes to obtain %rue' feature reflectivity. Multiple overpasses at different 

akitudes allows atmospheric profiles t,o be developed if smaller scale imagery is required. 

Additionally. the methods of image analysis need to  be analvtically capable of providing 

the desired infbrmation, reliably, over time. The feasiblity of using a particular remote 

sensing system depends on the analytical ability and cost of the employed methods, 

compared with other methods for obtaining the same information. This thesis addresses 

the former criteria: however. the sensors and methods employed in this investigation are 



substantially less expensive than multispectral scanner systems and platforms (i.e., 

aircraft and satellite). Additionally, with the privatization of the Landsat program and 

initial cost of SPOT5 imagery. this less-expensive system may compete economically with 

orbital imagery. 

------------------ 
5 French eart.h-imaging satellite. 



CHAPTER 3 

REMOTE SENSING OF WATER QUALITY 

This chapter is divided into two sections. The first section describes energy-matter 

interactions in water a s  defined from many studies. This 'background' infbrmation forms 

the physical foundations on which this research was based. The second section traces 

the evolution of empirical water quality remote sensing pertinent to this study. The 

body of previous work presented herein forms a basis for comparison and evaluation of 

the methods employed in this study. Of particular relevence is the work using 

regression techniques to correlate scene radiance with surface sampling measurements. 

3.1 Signal -- and Water Parameter Relationships 

Peak transmission and reflection of energy in pure water occurs a t  blue 

wavelengths (Duntley, 1963). Calculations by Williams (1 970) show that, light a t  470nm 

is transmitted 100 meters in distilled water.  In nature, peak transmission for infinately 

deep clear water bodies occurs a t  blue-green (490-530nm) wavelengths. Theurer (1959) 

and Goldman (1974'1 measured blue-green light at  60 and 40 meters in Puerto Rico and 

Lake Tahoe, California, respectively. Hulbert (19451. Clark and James  (19391, and 

Specht cf d. (1973) calculated transmittance values for various wat,er types a1 

10-meter dept,hs (Figure 6). Tranmittance (and reflection) remains high through the 

green 1500-580 nm! portion of' the spectrum. then rapidly decllnes through the yellow 

and red 1580-700 nm wavelengths. McCluney ( 1974a' estimated that wavelengths 

sensed by Landsat MSS channels 4 and 5 (green. red) penetrated 1.8 and . I 6  meters, 

respectively. in turbid water based on a quasi-single scatt,ering model. Pure watel- 

attenuates nearly all incident energy in the neai--infrared iMSS channels 6 and 7 )  within 

the first few centimeters. 

The mtroduction of fine particles shifts the reflectance peak from blue to green 

wavelengths. Gordon and McCluney (197.i1 ~ n d ~ c a t e d  that maximum penetration depths 
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CLEAR LAKE WATER (after Bartolucci et a/., 1957). 



for coastal waters occur in the green range, and Whitlock (1976) calculated values for 

penetration depths based on optical coefficients a t  540 nm. Transmittance for natural 

waters decreases as the level of turbidity increases, and the peak wavelengths for 

maximum transmittancelreflectance shifts to longer (red! wavelengths (Figure 7) (Pestrong, 

1968: Polcyn, 1970). As the size of the particles increase and the relative influence of 

the water medium is reduced, the color of the signal peak approaches tha t  of the 

material which forms the particle (Lepley, 1968: Scherz and Van Domelen, 1977). Any 

near infrared return is due to the spectral reflectance caused by particles on or near 

the water surface, and near-surface chlorophyli components ie.g., eelgrass, algae). The 

direction and magnitude of the peak reflectivity in turbid waters depends on the size, 

quantity, and composition of the suspended material. If the water is sufficiently clear 

andlor shallow, incident energy will also be reflected from the sea-bed. Thus, the water 

color spectrum will be influenced by the color and scattering characteristics of the 

bottom, and be affected by interactions similar to those of turbid water. 

3.2 Previous Research 

Research on the interpretation of aerial photographs of turbid waters began at  the 

end of World War I1 (Moore. 1947) as a result of attempted military landings on South 

Pacific Islands. The objective of these early studies was t o  determine depths of shallow 

water: and the t u r b ~ d ~ t y  effects on the depth of light penetration In water naturally 

followed. 

Compiling and updating nautical charts was of obvious importance, and the use of 

aerial photography to this end has been ongoing (Jones. 1957: Thew-er, 19.59: Harris 

and Umbach, 19721. In these studies. aerial photography was effective in mapping 

intertidal reaches and shallow and deeper water. depending on water clarity. Other 

studies were concerned with qualitative assessment of' changing shorelines and coastal, 

estuary, and turbidity mapping (El-Ashry and Wanless. 1967: Schneider. 1968; Piech and 

Walker. 1972). At the same time. the first satellite phot,ographs were being studied for 



potential applications in water investigations. Color transparencies from orbital GEMINI 

missions were studied in order to pinpoint coastal areas where aerial photography would 

enable synoptic depth contouring and shoreline mapping, while also noting atmospheric 

effects on orbital imagery (Lepley, 1968). Color and color photographic separations from 

the Apollo orbital missions were used to detect water masses, small scale suspended 

sediment patterns, and infer coastal and continental shelf processes (Mairs, 1970). 

Meanwhile, special films were being designed for water penetration and pollution 

detection (Helgeson, 1970; Specht ct al., 1978) 

Scherz et al. (1969) compared the reflection characteristics of various industrial 

wastes discharged into different water bodies in Wisconsin. Various film and filter 

combinations were used to enhance the identification of different pollutants. I t  was 

concluded tha t  no one filmlfilter combination was adequate for general water quality 

assessment, but tha t  the best combination depended on the pollutant and type of water 

in which it was dispersed (e.g.. acid or tannin lakes). Schmer et al. (1972) evaluated 

lake water quality in South Dakota using airborne color, color infrared, and multispectral 

photography a t  4000 and 10000 feet, coordinated with ground survey. Film densities 

were measured with a, transmission densitometer and correlated with water sample data. 

The investigators found that  the correlation coefficients for the infrared laver of the colo~, 

infrared film showed the best results over all the aerial missions. The highest 

correlation between SSC and infrared was 0.50, significant a t  the 0.05 probabltity level. 

No infbrmation was given about the other layers of the infrared film. the color film, or 

any of' the separate multispectral images. Blanchard and Leamer ( 1 9 7 3  also repol-ted 

that color infrared film was consistent.ly more sensitive to changes in SSC than color 

film. 

Villemonte et (11. (19731 conducted a n  ongoing st.udy using aerial photography t.o 

quantitatively map mixing zone characteristics in order to provide data for the 

establishment of wat.er quality guidelines fbr the State of Wisconsin. Their remote 

sensing efforts focused on the development of mathematical models identifying and 



correlating turbidity and SSC with aerial photographic imagery. Laboratory reflectance 

analyses performed by Klooster and Scherz (1973) were used to demonstrate that  

reflectance was a function of turbidity and SSC. A model was developed which 

permitted the estimation of SSC fi-om measuring image density, and it was concluded 

that  the developed nonlinear model could be used with confidence if each roll of film 

was calibrated separately using a greyscale stepwedge, and if a standard reflector (white 

target) was included in the scene. 

Modern digital remote sensing techniques have been applied to water quality data 

concurrent, with the launch of the first Landsat. (ERTS-1) satellite in June  of' 1972. 

Image data format and computer image processing allowed automatic pattern-recognition 

techniques to be employed for analyzing remotely sensed multispectral data. These 

techniques facilitated discrimination of several spectrally different classes of water and 

the subsequent mapping of general turbidity and circulation patterns (Klemas et al., 

1973, 1974a; Bukata et ul., 1974; Clark et ul., 15174; Abiodun, 1976) 

Klemas was one of the first workers to use Landsat MSS data to investigate 

water quality, and mapped circulation patterns in Delaware Bay using suspended 

sediment a s  a natural tracer (Klemas et al., 1973a, 1973b; Klemas et al., 1974a. 

1974bi. These studies correlated MSS band 5 (redl radiance with SSC by using an 

exponential determined b y  a least squares fit. The correlation coefficient was 

questionably high for an initial study (0.091, and no information was given about the 

standard error of the estimate. significance level. amount of bias. or sources of' error. 

McCauley ct nl. (19731 analyzed several early Landsat images of reserviors in 

Kansas to relate water. quality parameters to Landsat radiance. Plotting MSS density 

values against SSC exhibited a uniform nonlinear relationship while radiance was linear 

fbr secchi depth (turbidit,?-). The correlation between secchi depth, SSC. and radiance 

was high for individual days, but comparisons between days were not made because sun 

angle changed with changing SSC. Thus, lower radiance could not be solely attributed 

to either the reduced sun angle or lower SSCs. 



The SSCs of 14 Oklahoma impoundments were relat.ed to airborne MSS data by 

Pionke and Blanchard (1975). The derived equation related SSC !y) to reflectance (x) 

a s  a n  exponential: y=xn .  where x (radiance) was 530-580nm for SSC between 

13-75mgi1, and 588-690nm for SSC between 13-232mgll. Values of n were greater 

than 1 (also see Blanchard and Leamer, 19733, causing sediment concentrations to be 

increasingly sensitive to incremental increases in measured reflectance. This limited the 

range of the relationship because errors in the reflectance measurements had to be small 

or the stability and accuracy of the relationship would be destroyed. 

Johnson (1975j conducted one of the earliest remote sensing water quality studies 

using statistical analyses, and derived a linear regression equation to determine SSC in 

the tidal J ames  River, Virginia, using a 10-band airborne MSS (M2S) .  A single band 

(700-740nm) was adequate for determining SSC, with a correlation coefficient of 0.89 

and the standard error of the estimate was  4.76mgll for SSCS up to 5Omgll. Five 

additional bands, covering a frequency range of 540-860nm, all showed high correlations 

with SSC. In another study, Johnson and Bahn (1977) used the same data set  with a 

more rigorous criteria for selecting appropriate ground truth values. On117 sea-truth 

measurements treated with consistent sample-handling techniques and collected closest to 

sensor overpass were used. These 'more refined' data resulted in a regression equation 

that correlated SSC with band 2 ,440-490nr-n) and band 6 (620-66Onm): the resulting 

cor~.clation coefficient was 0.899 and a standard error of' 5.23 mp'l (about 38%). 

Bowker. ct (11. (19751 regressed Landsat R1SS band 5 radiance data. corrected fol. the 

different sun angles on different davs, against SSC obtained in the lowel. Chesapeake 

Bay area. The relationship was linear for the low concentration values measured ( 1 - 1 4  

mglll. with a correlation coefficient of 0.9% although some samples were collected up to 

G hours after satellite overpass. and concentration values may have changed. No values 

werr given for the standard error of' the estimate or level of significance. The 

attenuation coefficient of the turbid water was also compared with MSS band 5 

radiance, resulting in a r 2  > of 0.95. 



Ritchie (1976) measured the reflected solar radiation of 6 Mississippi lakes from a 

boat using a spectroradiometer. Linear regression analysis showed tha t  the best 

relationship was between SSC and reflectance (i.e., ratio of reflected solar radiation to 

incident soiar radiation) between 700-800 nm. The correlation coefficient for sun angles 

between 10'-70' was 0.84. The correlation coefficient was 0.96 for sun angles less 

than 40•‹ ,  and SSC ranged between 20-350 mgil. 

In a Geological Survey of Canada report of activities. Amos (1976) presented 

preliminary results quantifying SSC in the Minas Basin using Landsat h G S  data. 

Initial analyses involved normalizing IqSS band 4 chromatic intensities by dividing the 

DNs of a particular band by the sum of the DNs In a11 bands and regressing the 

transformed value against SSC. This resulted in an inverse relationship with a 

correlation coefficient of -0.87, significant a t  the 99.9% confidence level. 

Bartolucci et ul. (1977) measured reflectance of turbid river water (99 mgll) and 

relatively clear lake water (10 mgll) with a spectroradiometer mounted on a truck boom. 

The spectra from the water was normalized by comparison to the spectral reflectance of 

a known standard (pressed barium sulfate). Their findings showed that the greatest 

difference between the turbid and clear water occured in the 700-800 nm range, which 

corresponds to Landsat MSS band 6. Addit~onally, bottom reflectance did not affect the 

spectral response of turbid water deepel than 30 centimeters. 

Some general models have been developed to estimate sediment loads under a wide 

r a r q r  of conditions and phenomena. Holyer (1978) made surface radiance measurements 

from a boat at Lakc Mead. Kevada. along with surface sampling. Field data were only 

collected at sites where water depth exceeded secchi extinction depth to exclude bottom 

effects. The recorded surface radiance. was corrected for surface reflection of skylight a t  

the air-water interface. The correction for surface reflected skylight assumed a uniform 

distribution of sky radiance. i.e.. clear or overcast conditions. or a partly cloudy sky 

with a rough water surface. Three 'universal' algorithms were developed for volume 

reflectance a t  652 nm ired). 782 nm (infrared), and a model using both wavelengths. 



The error of the estimate was similar (variance = 0.05) for the red-infrared algorithm 

and the infrared algorithm, with the errors from the red algorithm being much larger. 

When sediment was expressed in terms of nephelometric turbidity (NTU), the resulting 

volume reflection signatures were relatively invariant (for NTU less than 15) between 

sediment types, thus suggesting the turbidity algorithm may have universal applicability. 

Unfortunately, turbidity cannot be directly converted to SSC (Amos and Alfiildi, 1979), 

thus limiting the usefulness of the algorithm. No direct, measurements of algorithm 

accuracy were given, except that  the nephelometric t,urbidity model met the 

Environmental Protection Agency's accuracy standard that the variance not exceed 0.05 

down to a detectable threshold of 25 mgll. 

Munday and Alfiildi (1979) reviewed models from the literature applied to empirical 

Landsat MSS and suspended sediment data. Three sets of data collected on different 

days were studied separately and together with and without solar angle correction. 

Regression with these data showed that  solar angle correction generally enhanced the 

data and tha t  the logarithmic and nonlinear Gordon (1973) models produced much higher 

correlation coefficients than linear models (except for small ranges of SSC). The 

correlation coefficients for the simple logarithmic(SSC~ model were generally very close to 

those of the complex quasi-single scattering diffuse reflectance Gordon model (see Chapter 

2.3) The correlation coefficients for the linear. logarithmic, and Gordon models were 0.65 

verses 0.95 and 0.96. respectively, for all three data sets combined and corrected for 

sun angle. 

Scarpace et ul. i11179) evaluated Landsat MSS as  a way LO classif'y thousands of 

lakes in Wisconsin. Using band 5 radiance. 34 lakes were classified into tropic 

categories based on turbidity caused mainly by chloroph$l-a. and to a lesser degree on 

mineral sediment. Regression with tropic class and band 5 provided generally high 

correlat.ions. but no analytical information was provided about the relationships between 

turbidity. Landsat data, and tropic class. The 'standard radiance' of clear lakes and an  

airport runway were used to adequately correct for atmospheric influences. 



Aranuvachapun and LeBlond (1981) calculated the portion of reflected energy 

contributed by the atmosphere and the air-water interface to estimate SSC in the Fraser  

River sediment plume in the Strait  of Georgia. Atmospheric components of the reflected 

signal were estimated from work done by researchers in the atmospheric sciences and 

other users of Landsat data. MSS DNs were converted to radiance values; the 

calculated atmospheric influences were then removed from the total radiance leaving the 

diffuse reflectance component due to the optical properties of the seawater. Holyer's 

(1978) nonlinear algorithm for estimating SSC using MSS data was then applied to SSC 

data published by Munday and Alfoldi (1979). Aranuvachapun and LeBlond found that  

Holyer's algorithm was unsatisfactory, and subsequently considered the nonlinear model of 

diffuse reflectance by Maul and Gordon (1975). and a logarithmic relationship. While 

the highest correlation coefficient for the nonlinear model was 0.98. they selected the 

logarithmic model for simplicity, which gave a correlation coefficient of 0.96. The 

logarithmic relationship was then applied to estimate SSC in the Fraser River plume. 

No surface truth samples were collected so that the method was evaluated on 'plausible' 

SSC values. In a reply to Aranuvachapun and LeBlond. Holyel (1982) subtracted MSS 

band 6 radiance values for SSC less than 3 ppm from total radiance to estimate 

atmospheric influences (see APPENDIX A). The results from Holyer's atmospheric 

correction supported his earlier algorithm. but he concluded that further research was 

needed. 

Carpenter and Carpenter (1983) used multiple regression techniques to develop a 

model having hlSS bands 4,  5 ,  and 6 a s  predictors of the logarithm of turbidity. 

When t,he sine of the sun angle was included a s  a predictor, a s  a simple way t.o 

compensate for atmospheric effects. the the multiple regression coefficient (1-1 was 0.96. 

with no values given for variability. The model was tested with other lakes in the 

area: the resulting correlation between the observed and predicted data was 0.88 for 

(1og)turbidity. Khorram (198.51 also used multiple regression techniques to estimate 

suspended solids concentration in the Neuse River estuary, Korth Carolina. The best 

regression equatior~ was complex. with the independent variables being ratios and 



combinations of Landsat MSS bands 4, 5, 6. and 7. The coefficient of determination 

was 0.64 for the model, and when tested with new data from the same data set, r 2  > 

was 0.47. These results compared with those obtained in the S a n  Francisco Bay 

(Khorram, 1981, 1982). Multiple regression equations were derived to predict 4 water 

qualit,y parameters; the r 2  > for SSC was 0.609. 

The importance of understanding the optical properties of pure and natural waters 

in order to directly relate suspended sediment concentrations with different radiance 

measurements was recognized by man?7 researchers (see section 2.2.3). Development of 

physical models using radiative transfer theories has  been an  integral part in developing 

remote sensing techniques for water quality assessment. Theoretical modeling provides 

insight and understanding of the processes which are  summarized in empirical 

measurements. However, simulation models suffer from a deficiency of in situ 

measurements of optical properties that  could contribute to, and benefit from, these 

theories. 

Some studies have focused on measurement of apparent optical characteristics of 

uTat.ei bodies in order to predict water quality parameters. The apparent optical 

properties--reflectance, attenuation, and scattering- were used with models such a s  those 

developed by Gordon ct u1. i19731 and Di Toro (1978) to infer the inherent optical 

properties of a water body. Statistical techniques such a s  multiple regression (Bukata ct 

(11.. 1979, 1081a. l 9 S l b 1  and principle components analysis (Mueller, 19761. were applied 

to determine the absorption. scattering, and backscattering cross sections of specific 

suspended constituents. Bukata ct ul. i l 9 8 l n ~  developed a five-component optical water 

quality model of Lake Ontario in which the standard deviation for inorganic suspended 

sediment was greater than 3 5 5 .  Because Lake Ontario is optically complex. the high 

uncertainty may be misleading. and f'uther work is needed in a homogeneous aqueous 

environment to properly evaluate this model. 

Detection and measurement of suspended sediment has been success full^ 

demonstrated for individual studies, utilizing airborne (Johnson. 1975. 19801 and satellite 



(Bowker et nl., lCJ75; Alfiildi and Munday, 1878; Aranuvachapun and LeBlond, 188 1) 

multispectral scanners. Some general models have been developed to estimate sediment 

loads under a wide range of conditions and phenomena (Holyer, 1979; Munday and 

A f ' o d i  1979). However these models have been developed for high altitude remote 

sensing plat,forms where atmospheric alteration (noise) is an important term in the 

algorithms, and is difficult to quantify. Correction for atmospheric scatter can be 

simplified, or eliminated, by the use of low altitude multispectral imagery (300+ m) 

(Miller et al., 1877). Low altitude aerial survey using multispectral photography and 

video imagery can provide high spatial and spectral resolution, minimum atmospheric 

alteration of object reflectivity, and intensive area coverage. The use of aircraft also 

allows the versitility of multi-date data to be collected (for temporal parameters) under a 

variety of weather conditions that  would not permit satellite imaging. 

3.2.1 Atmospheric Corrections 

Remote sensing surveys of water quality a re  based on the assumption that  a 

meaningful relationship exists between reflectance and water quality. However, radiance 

values derived from remote sensor channels do not directly relate to ground reflectance 

values because of physical environmental and atmospheric influences. If ground features 

a re  to be characterized in terms of' their spectral reflectivity, atmospheric interference 

must be eliminated. Additionally. if multidate comparisons are  to be made. even limited 

t.o one location, some ad,justment of' the remote sensing data is required to allow foi, 

differences in sun illumination. atmospheric backscattcring and attenuation of energy. and 

the resulting surface reflection effects. Atmospheric haze obscures and reduces the 

contrast between adjacent surface features on the imagery and makes feature 

identification more difficult. 

Turner ct ul. 11971) observed that "in splte of' all the research ovel the past 

t h ~ r t y  years or so. no detailed comprehensive [atmospheric] radiative transfer model has  

been developed whlch can be applled dlrectlj to the problems of remote sensing." 

Additionally, because of the many variables, i t  may not be practical to directly 



determine an  atmospheric correction for remotely sensed da ta  (Moore, 1978). So many 

factors would have to be monitored, measured, and calculated that  it would probably be 

cheaper to collect and analyze water samples. 

It is possible to enhance spectral data and define an  adequate atmospheric 

correction factor by using the remote sensing data itself. The observed color spectra of 

a turbid water body represented on imagery is made up of hue, saturation, and 

brightness. Brightness information, containing atmospheric noise components, can be 

removed with chromaticity techniques which use the normalized hue and saturation 

values to determine water quality parameters (,Jerlov, 1968). These techniques remove 

brightness information by converting image DNs to radiance values and ratioing the 

radiance measured by each band with the othei bands. These t,echniques essentially 

remove brightness information and use the color differences to determine SSC. 

Munday and Alfijldi have applied chromaticity analysis to remote sensing data of 

southern Ontario lakes with good results, obtaining correlation coefficients as high a s  

0.97 for three combined dates. Lindell (19811 and Smith and Baker (1978, have also 

noted satisfactory results. but Bukata et al .  (1983) reported 'severe' restrictions in the 

application of chromaticity techniques to water quality prediction of western Lake 

Ontario. 

O t h e ~  researchers h ~ v e  used objects with constant reflectanccb (e.g., blach objects, 

cleal lakes, ail poist tarmacks, etc.) t o  calibrate i m a g e r  and remove unwanted 

atmospheric noise (Klooster and Scherz. 1073: Moore, 1947; Piech and \n alliei, 1971: 

Scherz and van  Domelen. 1074: > arger, 1974: Scarpace et al.. 19791. 

Spectral band ratio procedures are valuable for isolating spectral differences 

between targets u n d e ~  varying light conditions. The presence of suspended sediment 

affects the spectral response of' the green and red bands differently: this spectral 

difference can be enhanced by dividing the DN's of' one band by another. Subsequently, 

inferences can be made about water quality based on the resulting band ratio. Ratios 

of the spectral Dbis from different channels also reduce or negate the effects of 



extraneous factors that  influence the sensor data. For example, Yarger (1974) used a 

concrete dam with constant percent reflectance to investigate sun angle and atmospheric 

variability on remote sensing data. The resulting spectral band ratios appeared to be 

nearly independent of solar and stmospheric effects, and provided satisfactory 

enhancement of image data.  Additionally, the process of ratioing of radiance data can 

normalize some temporal differences in imaged spectral values between aerial surveys 

(Amos and Topliss, 1985). The resulting radiance transformations are therefore 

considered isoluminous, and spectral differences result from changing SSC, not changing 

solar brightness or sea s tate  (Amos and Topliss, 1985). Theoretically, ratio techniques 

compensate only for those factors that  act  equally on the various channels, such a s  

vignetting and some atmospheric effects (e.g., sun elevation angle; Moore, 1978). 

Because some atmospheric effects a re  additive (Moore, 1978; Scarpace et d . ,  1979), 

ratio techniques alone cannot normalize atmospheric influences between scenes. Dark 

objects with near-zero reflectance (e.g.. deep shadows and black rooft.ops) can be used to 

determine additive atmospheric influences. These objects should have a DN of 'O', and 

any spectral return from these objects is due to atmospheric backscatter. Since the 

atmosphere selectively scatters the shorter wavelengths. each channel must  be corrected 

separately. The pixels (picture elements) of each channel can be radiometrically adjust.ed 

by subtracting the portion of t.he signal contributed by scattering from the total scene 

irradiance. determined by the spectral return from the dark object (Moore. 1978; Sabins. 

19781. 

3.3 Development - and Evaluation - of Regression Models 

Many researchers have used regression techniques to estimate a varict,y of water 

quality parameters with varying degrees of success iJohnson. 1975; 1977; Johnson and 

Bahn. 1977: Rogers et u1..197:i; 1976: Whitlock and Kuo, 1979). The theoretical 

justification for using this particular method can be found in Whitlock (19771, Whitlock 

and Kuo (1979).  and Whitlock et (21. (1982). Basically, the remote sensing signal 



responses to various concentrations of different constituents suspended in water tin terms 

of optical physics) can be summarized in a straight-forward manner by a multiple 

regression equation. Regression models for predicting SSC were developed by applying 

multiple regression techniques between surface truth measurements and radiance values 

represented either by densitometric optical counts (film), or grey density numbers 

(electronic sensors). The reflectance data of the different bands, or layers of film, were 

treated a s  independent variables, while the measured SSC values were the dependent 

variables. The resulting models a re  of the form: 

SSC = J + Kw(Radw) + ... + Kz(Radz) + e 

where: 

J = the y intercept. 

K = the partial regression coefficient. 

Rad = the optical count values and grey density numbers from film and video imagery, 

respectively. 

w, ... z = the different sensor bands. 

e = error. 

The J and K coefficients a re  a function of surface reflection, atmospheric scattering and 

absorption, and inherent upwelled radiance components from the background water. 

These various water and atmospheric factors have a significant influence on volume 

reflectance, and must  be determined empirically. The regression task is to determine 

the J and K coefficients by least squares fitting techniques. Thus. the J and K 

coefficients a re  chosen in such a way that the sum of' the squared vertical deviations 

bet,ween the repression line and the scatter of' points is minimized. 

It  was not known how many channels (or in what comb mat ion^ would be required 

to make a reliable prediction of SSC. Several statistical parameters were used a s  

indicators of precision of the regression equation, such a s  the coefficient of determination 

( r 2  >). standard error of the estimate (SE). F-values, and the total squared error (Cpip) 



statistic (Whitlock and Kuo, 1979). 

A common measure of prediction accuracy and linear association is the ratio of 

explained variation in SSC to the total variation in SSC, or r 2  >. The coefficient of 

determination i r 2  >) describes the variation in SSC explained by the combined linear 

influence of the radiances for the different bands. Conversely, the proportion of variance 

in radiance not explained by the regression equation is 1-r2 >. Theoretically, r 2  > 

should approach 10050. but values greater than .7 may indicate a reliable regression 

model for predicting water quality (Mace, 1983). The correlation coefficient, r, is not a 

good indicator of precision when the number of estimated coefficients (independent 

variables) approach the number of observations (sample sites) (Draper and Smith, 1966). 

Therefore, the number of ground truth points should exceed the number of spectral 

channels by a wide margin, or the number of channels should be limited (Whitlock and 

Kuo, 1979). 

The overall test for goodness of fit of the multiple regression equation tests the 

null hypothesis that the multiple correlation is zero, and any observed multiple 

correlation is due to sampling variability and/or measurement error. The statistical 

parameter used to evaluate the adequacy of the least squares process is the F-test, 

which can be expressed a s  (Whitlock and Kuo, 1979): 

F = ( r 2  > ik )  i' [ i l - r 2  >i/cn-k-l)l 

where: 

k = the numbel of independent variables. 

n = the number of' field observations. 

In order for the regression equation to be deemed a valid predictor (of' sediment) the 

calculated F-value should be at  least 4 times the tabular critical F-value (FiFcr) (Daniel 

and Wood. 1971). The F-ratio is approximately distributed a s  the F distribution with k 

and n-k-1 degrees of' freedom. A problem with this parameter is that  the confidence 

level must be arbitrarily selected before the F/Fw can be calculated. A confidence level 

of 0.95 is commomly selected, meaning that the risk of being incorrect was no more 



than 5 percent. 

Daniel and Wood (1971) recommended the total squared error a s  a criterion for 

goodness of fit. This statistic, called Cp, measures the sum of the squared biases plus 

the sum of the squared random errors for the dependent variables a t  all n data points. 

Given a multiple regression equation with p estimated coefficients (Whitlock, 1977): 

where: 

RSSp = sum of the squared residuals for the p-term equation, 

s 2  = unbiased estimate of the variance. 

Given a multiple regression equation with P estimated coefficients, a low value of Cp 

coupled with a Cp/P ratio of less than 1.0 is considered to indicate a good fit with 

negligible bias (Whitlock et ul. .1982: Huang and Lulla, 1986). The Cp/P ratio IS the 

only one of the discussed statistical parameters which is indicative of bias in the fitted 

equation. 

To summarize the criteria used to select the optimum regression equation to 

predict SSC: 

The r 2 >  2.70. 

- the regression coefficient (1.1 should approach 0, 

- the standard error of the estimate (SE) should approach 0. 

the F/F0.(,5 - > 4.  

- the total squared error (Cp)  should be low, and. 

- the CpiP ratio 5 1.0. 



3.3.2 Assumptions 

A number of criteria must  be met  in order to make valid quantitative inferences 

using remote sensing data. The remote sensing study should conform to the following 

assumptions (Whitlock and Kuo. 1979): 

1) The correct form of the equation has  been chosen (radiance of each band is linear 

for concentration, for all channels involved). 

2) The data. a re  representitive of the whole range of environmental combinations in the 

remote sensing scene. 

3) The observation of the dependent variable (surface truth concentration values) a re  

uncorrelated and statistically independent. 

4) All observation of the dependent variable have the same (but unknown) variance. 

5) The distribution of uncontrolled error is normal. 

6) All independent. variables (radiance values) a re  known without, error. 

These criteria a re  met. when: 

1)  Minimal time lapse between sensor overpass and surface sampling occurs. 

2) The noise contributed bv both instruments and the atmosphere is sufficiently low. 

3) The number of surface truth dam points should exceed the number of channels by a 

wide margin. for each classification. 

4'1 Water depth greater than secchi depth (remote sensing penetration depth). 

5') Constant vertical sediment concentration profile within the remote sensing penetration 

depth. 



CHAPTER 4 

METHODS 

The methods described in this chapter a re  designed to evaluate the empirical 

relationships between multispectral image brightness and surface sampled SSCs. The 

simultaneous measurement of SSC and the remotely sensed apparent radiance spectrum 

was  extremely important in order to reduce temporal variability. 

4 .1  Sensor System --- and Field Site Description 

4.1.1 The lmuging System 

The remote sensing system used in this study included both electro-optical imaging 

sensors and photographic systems. The multispectral sensor system was comprised of 

four video cameras with optical filters transmitting blue, green, red, and reflected 

infrared wavelengths, respectively (Figure 8). Additionally, two 35mm cameras were 

used with Ektachrome and infrared Aerochrome film 

The video system (Roberts and Evans, 1986) consisted of one RCA Newvicon and 

three Sonp Xc-37 CCD (charge-coupled device) low light television (LLTV) cameras. 

Figure 9 shows the spectral sensit,ivit,y curves for the det,ectors used in these video 

cameras. Matched variable focal length (12.5mm - 7lirnm) lenses mere used on each 

camera. The Newvicon and two CCDs were outfitted with blue (415-4S5nm~. green 

(315-:',85nm). and red (615-(i85nm) band-pass interference filters. respect~vely. and the 

third CCI) was used with a glass near inf'rared sharp-cut filter (88A: 700-1100+nm). 

The spectral ranges of these filters a re  illustrat.ed in Figure 1. Aquired imagery was 

recorded on fhur individual Sonp 8mm metal video cassette I-ecorders (VCRs). Proper 

exposures were set with the aid of a Hatachi V-099 waveform monitor. Imagery from 

each individual camera was viewed during data aquisition on a 4 inch Sonp Trinitron 

monitor (system operator) and a 1.5 inch Aliai '\'IOU monit,or (pilot.) through a switching 

system. 
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Figure 9: SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY CURVES FOR THE NEWVICON AND SONY 
CCD VIDEO CAMERAS. 



Two 35mm reconniassance cameras were used to supplement the MSV imaging system. 

The Nikon F250s (with Nikkor 24mm f-2.8 lenses) were used with: 

1) Kodak Infrared Aerochrome 2443 and a Wratten 22 filter for haze penetration and 

blue light removal; and 

2) Kodak Ektachrome 5037 color film with a 85B filter for haze penetration and color 

balance. 

Imagery from these cameras provided broad-band information covering the spectral gaps 

between the sensors of the MSV system, and allowed comparisons with the video 

imagery. The photographs were also useful to show visual contrasts simply. quickly, 

and inexpensively. 

4.  I .2 Field Site Characteristics 

Throughout most of the pear Fraser  River discharge is relatively low and the 

small suspended sediment load is dominated by silt and clay-sized material. From 

midsummer through early spring SSC has been generally less than 50mg/l, and often 

less than 20mg/l during high tide (Milliman, 1980). Post-freshet flow in summer has 

relatively high discharge, but low SSC. During low tide in August 1975, Milliman 

(1980) measured SSC offshore in the Strai t  of Georgia. Values seldom exceeded 10mgIl. 

and decreased significantly with water depth greater than 10 meters. 

Fraser River discharge often peaks in early May, depending on timing of warm 

weather. Milliman found that  suspended material during LLT (Low-low tide) was 

primarily sand, whi!e during LHT (Low-high tide) sand concentl-ations were less than 1 

mgll, with most of the suspended material being silt and clay. High turbulence during 

freshet creates high suspensions offshore. sometimes in excess of 400 mgil of silt and 

clay (Milliman, 1080). 

Saltwedge effects and density differences bet,ween fresh river water and salt water 

cause the river water (containing suspended sediment) to flow over the more dense sea 

water.  The Fraser  River water column is about 14  meters deep a t  the mouth of the 

main stem, and gradually thins to approximately one meter a s  it disperses across the 



Strait of Georgia in a south-southwest direction towards the Gulf Islands and Strait  of 

Juan  de Fuca (Thomson, 1981). Little mixing occurs between the river and marine 

water,  facilitating a sharp contact delineated by a 'foam line' between turbid river water 

and relatively clear marine water. Thomson also reported tha t  the momentum of the 

river water flowing from the main stem caused it to initially be directed southwesterly. 

The runoff was then affected by winds and tidal currents that  ebb to the southeast and 

flood to the northwest. 

4.2 Field Sampling Project 

4.2.1 Aerial Survey Prqject 

In order to estimate SSC in the Fraser  River plume in the Strait  of Georgia, 

large scale (1:5000 - 1:25000) reconnaisance aerial photography and MSV imagery was 

acquired on August 8,  1986. Infrared and color photography was used for mapping and 

some spectral identification of surface and submerged vegetation, suspended sediment, 

bottom reflection and the landlwater interface. The MSV cameras provided discrete 

spectral data for spectral identification of suspended sediment concentration in the Fraser 

River plume. 

Imagery was collected on August 8 between 10:00 and 10:50 am (Davlight Time) 

on a moderat,ely clear sunny day. Winds were 15 knots from the north. and the 

sea-state was moderat,ely choppy with occasional whitecaps. A weak flood tide. 

approaching slack tide, was the predominite condition. Hence. the momentum of' the 

runoff resulted in the sediment plume heing driven southwesterly with the flood tide 

keeping it close to the west coast ( -  8 km.) .  

The aircraft utilized was a Cessna 185-c (turbo, photo conversion1 outfitted with 

two photo hatches covered with optical glass. The fbre hatch was 18  inches in 

diameter and housed the two photographic and one Newvicon (video) cameras. The 

three CCD cameras were mounted over the aft hatch measuring 8 inches in diameter 

All cameras were boresighted for nadir ti.e., verticall viewing. 



Correct camera exposures were determined over the highest sediment conditions 

(i.e., the brightest feature) in the Fraser  River plume a t  2000 feet. The exposure 

settings were not adjusted for the duration of the mission to a!low direct comparisons to 

be made between altitudes. The lens aperture settings were determined using the 

waveform monitor for the video cameras. Exposures for the photographic cameras were 

determined with a light meter. 

Three passes over the surface sampling transcct were flown at increasing altitude 

to measure atmospheric effects on image data. Overflights were a t  2000, 4000, and 

8000 feet A.M.S.L. Time between first and last overflight was about an hour. Flight 

direction was west; each overflight began over land in the Tsawwassen jetty a rea  and 

passed over the Westshore Terminals coal facility (see Figure 10). The spectral return 

from coal was used in some atmospheric correction procedures (see section 4.5.i). Time 

of each overpass was noted to correlate with the sediment samples. 

4.2.2 Sur fuc~  Truth 

Collection of ground data is an  important and integral component of any  remote 

sensing process. Due to the dynamic nature of tidal marine environments, simultaneous 

water samples have to be collected concurrent with sensor overpass. and complex 

energy-water interactions must  be taken into account to insure meaningful results. The 

results and conclusions can only be a s  good a s  the field data. and inadequacies in 

surface measurements will necessarily affect the results. 

In many past remote sensing experiments. sensor overpass has not been 

synchronous with surface sampling due to logistical dif'ficultles iBowker ef ul., 1975: 

Johnson. 1975. 1078: Millel cr d.. 1077).  However. these studies were conducted in 

somewhat calm waters iie. lakes, bays. and low velocit,y rivers). In a dynamic 

environment such a s  the Fraser  River coastal marine environment. it was crucial to 

synchronize surface sampling and sensor overflight. 





Knowledge of the maximum sensor penetration depth was required so that  the 

water samples were not obtained below this zone. Secchi depth is a measure of 

turbidity; a (usually) white disk is lowered in the water until it is no longer visible, and 

is known a s  the 'extinction depth'. Turbidity is an optical property, and is affected by 

many types of particles suspended in water. Other constituents which are  frequently 

measured are  chlorophyll-a, which is related to amount of phytoplankton in water, and 

suspended sediment. Both of these are  specific parameters tha t  affect turbidity, but 

turbidity cannot be directly translated to SSC or chlorophyll-a concentration (Amos and 

Alfoldi, 1979). Klemas et al. (1973) measured secchi disappearence depth with green 

and red disks and found that neither "color" exceeded the readings obtained with the 

white disk. Depending on the scattering and absorption characteristics of the suspended 

material, sensor penetration depth was on the order of 20% to 50% of secchi disk 

disapperance depth (Whitlock and Kuo, 1979).  

4.2.3 Surface Sampling Trunsecf 

Suspended sediment samples were collected a t  selected sites arranged along a 

sampling transect in the Strait  of Georgia. Six sampling sites were spaced between 

500m and l0.00m apar t  and represented variable suspended sediment conditions. A 

Canadian Coast Guard hovercraft and two small boats with outboard motors were used 

in surface sampling. The versitility of the hovercraft was instrumental in the 

formulation of the sampling procedure. Onboard navigation systems were used to set  up 

a straight transect in open waters and provided communication links bet.ween a i rcxf t  

and samphng crews. Additionally, boat crews were comforted hy knowing their safety 

was assured, allowing them to concentrate on their sampling duties. 

The sampling transect set-up involved anchoring targets6 in five locations along a 

straight line. The transect began in shallow water ad,jacient to Westshore Terminals 

------------------ 
6 The targets were 4s4 feet plywood painted flat white. A tire innertube was fixed to 
the underside to prevent submergence of' the target. On each corner an inflated 
-55-gallon orange trash liner was tied. resulting in an overall target size of about 8x1 
feet. 



and extended west 240' (magnetic) into the Strait  of Georgia until clear water was 

encountered - 8 km from Westshore Terminals (see Figure 10). The two small boats 

were launched from the Westshore Terminals boat launch and travelled t,o sample sites 

1 and 2, where they remained for the duration of the sampling period. These crews 

collected samples every 5 minutes for 45 minutes beginning a t  10:45 am,  Daylight 

Time. The hovercraft travelled between the remaining four sample sites collecting 

suspended sediment samples. Sites 3, 4, and 5 were sampled twice; however, because 

the targets drifted south due to winds and tidal currents, these sample sites were not 

coincident with each other. No target was laid a t  the clear water site (site 61, and 

only one sample was obtained since SSC was assumed to be low and remain constant. 

Sediment concentrations ranged from 10.6 mgll to 16.8 mgll: the 'clear water '  site had 

a concentration value of 2.1 mgll. 

4.2.4 Sr~rfuce Sampling Procedure 

The secchi disappearence depth was determined for each sampling position a s  an  

estimate of' the remote sensing penetration depth. This also allowed the identification of 

a reas  influenced by bottom reflection when the white disk was visible on the seabed. 

Two sampling baskets containing three and fbur weighted sampling bottles, respectively, 

were lowered to a depth slightly less than secchi disappearence depth and raised at a 

constant rate to obtain 7 simultaneous integrated sediment samples. The time between 

submergence and emergence of' the sampling baskets was about. 12 seconds so that  the 

sample bottles were not filled before 1,eaching the suvface insuring the preservation of 

the intergrated sample 

The water samples were then transferred to 250 ml nalgene containers labled with 

the time. depth of sample, and sample site so that  each container could be matched t o  

a sample location on the airborne imagery. The sampling bottles were then washed 

with distilled water and redistribut.ed into the sampling baskets in readiness for the next 

sample site. Samples were st,ored a t  cool temperatures and time between sample 

collection and analysis was less than four days. 



Another surface sampling study was conducted on August 12, 1986. in order to 

investigate the temporal and spatial variability of SSC within the Fraser  River sediment 

plume. Five suspended sediment samples were collected simultaneously a t  the same 

depth every 5 minutes for 45 minutes ( 8  groups) a t  two different locations. For both 

locations, variation between the 8 groups was not was not significantly different, nor 

was the variation of the entire sample significantly different when compared with each 

of the 8 groups. These results indicate t ha t  representitive samples may  be obtained 

with short time lags (15 minutes) between surface observations and airborne collection of 

remote sensing data. 

4.2.5 Laboratory Stud3 

Since the sediment range encountered in the field study was relatively narrow 

(10.6 mgll to 16.8 mgil), the laboratory experiments were deemed necessary in order to 

futher test the analytical capibilities of both the MSV and photographic systems. 

Sediment concentrations ranged from 31.5 mgll to 078 mgil. Suspended sediment 

concentrations more than 250 mgll a re  rarely found in nature (Pionke and Blanchard, 

1975). Whitlock (1976) reported that the usual SSC range for estuaries and rivers was 

between 3 and 4.5 mg/l. 

These experiments used natural sunlight for illumination in order to represent a 

more realistic spectral distribution of upwelling radiance from turbid water.  It was 

hoped that these laboratory studies would provide insights on camera response to 

different light ,conditions and and broader ranges of SSC. and help to identify upper 

1imit.s of camera sensitivity to high concentrations of sediment. 

The first lab test was conducted on the mornings of Febuary 6-7. 198'7, between 

9:00 and 12:00 am. P.S.T. Both mornings were sunny with occasional clouds of 

different densities resulting in variable light intensities. The interiors of nine 45 gallon 

drums, with a diameter of 2 fee; and a depth of 3 feet, were painted flat black to 

reduce reflection from the insides of the barrels influencing the spectral character of the 



waterisedimerit mixture. The nine barrels were placed along a straight line on the 

shady side of a building (i.e., the light source was diffuse), and imaged from a nearly 

vertical position from the overhanging roof eight feet above the water surface. The 

drums were filled with unprocessed tap water and different amounts of sediment; one 

drum contained no sediment and was imaged before and after water was added, for 

control. The carnerdfilter configuration was identical to that used for the field 

experiment. Imagery was collected using the blue-sensitive Newvicon and .three CCD 

cameras (green, red, and infrared), along with two 35mm photographic cameras with 

color (5037) and false-color infrared (2443) film. Since all the VCRs but one were 

required for another unrelated remote sensing study, imagery of the barrels was 

acquired using one camera a t  a time. The desired spectral image was acquired by 

selecting the appropriate camera through a switching svstem, and all imagery was 

recorded using the same VCR. Optimum exposure (1.0 voltj for each camera was set 

by first imaging the barrel with the highest SSC using the waveform monitm.. After 

stirring and allowing the surface to stablize. imagery of each sediment condition, and 

clear water. was obtained using each video camera (i.e., blue, green. red. and infrared) 

and photographic camera (i.e.. color and false color infrared). Secchi disappearence depth 

was noted and 7 intergrated suspended sediment samples were obtained using the same 

proceedure a s  in 4.2.4. After the first round of data collection, more sediment was 

added t.o all the drums except the control and the drum representing the highest 

sediment condition. -4gain. the mixtures were stirred and imaged and sampled, resulting 

in data foi 22 sediment conditions. 

Another laboratory experiment was conducted on March 21. 1987, to study the 

effects of direct sunlight on upwelling in turbid waters. The 45-gallon tanks ware 

coated with aluminum foil for reflect,ion to simulate side scatt,ering of light (i.e.. open 

ocean conditions], with matt)e black bottoms t,o minimize bottom reflection. Five tanks 

were placed on a c0ncret.e slab which had a slightly higher albedo than the highest 

sediment condition. Reflectance from the concrete would have scattered into the sensors' 

FO17. but the spectral distribution of' this scattered light was assumed to be uniform 



(and diffuse) for all bands since the concrete was white. Two additional tanks were 

filled with clear unprocessed tap  water for control. The interior of one tank was flat 

black, while the other was coated with aluminum foil with a matte  black bottom. 

The camera. filtration, and imaging equipment was identical to the setup of the 

first laboratory experiment. Again, all the VCRs were not available so that  imagery 

was acquired using the cameras in sequence. The exposures were set  by first imaging 

the highest sediment condition, and not adjusted for the duration of the experiment. 

The sampling procedure was to stir three barrels to create a 'uniform' sediment 

concentration, then image them using a video camera sensitive to a particular 

wavelength. There was a short time-lag between stirring the barrels and imaging them, 

which undoubtedly caused some small amount of sediment to settle out of suspension. 

Then, the other two barrels were stirred and imaged in the same manner (plus the 

clear water control barrel) using the same camera. Imagery of the same barrel (i.e.. 

the same sediment condition) was acquired in the same manner using a different camera 

until all four video and two photographic cameras had been used. Then the barrels 

were sampled to determine sediment concentration in the same fashion a s  described in 

the field test. After sampling, more sediment was added to some of the barrels, while 

water was added to others in order to dilute the existing sediment concent,ration. Thus. 

while the sun angle was increasing. SSC may have increased or decreased. This 

procedure was followed three times in total. resulting in 4-band multispectral video 

imagery. and color and infrared photographs of 15 sediment conditions. Total time from 

start to finish was about two hours. from 1 l : O O  a m  t,o 1: 15 pm. 

Suspended sedlment consisted of about 65% fine sand (>(j3um,,  determined 

gravimetrlca11y. approulmatelv 3 3 ' r  silt. and about 2% cia? ( 5  2umi. determined on a 

MKI ometrics sedqi  aph. 



4.2.6 Film Densitometry 

Ektachrome color 5037 and Infrared Aerochrome 2443 films were analyzed with an 

Eseco transmission densitometer with red, green, and blue filters (WRATTEN 92, 93, 

94, respectively) that allowed measurement of film density for each of the three dye 

layers of the color and color infrared film. Film density was inversely related to scene 

reflectivity, where a high optical count on the densitometer corresponded to low 

reflectivity. The color film was sensitive to blue, green, and red wavelengths. while the 

color infrared was sensitive to green, red, and reflected infrared wavelengths. Optical 

density counts were taken using the 1 milimeter aperture. The l m m  aperture 

corresponded to a ground distance of 20 and 90  meters (diameter) for imagery collected 

a t  2000 feet (601 meters) and 8,000 feet (2424 meters),  respectively. Densitometric 

analysis of film used in the laboratory tests resulted in optical count values averaged 

for a 'ground area'  of 9 centimeters on the water surface. Five densitometric readings 

were averaged for each sample point on a11 photographic images. The optical counts 

were then regressed with SSC and analyzed on the SFU mainframe computer. 

4.3 -4nalysis of Video Imagery 

The video remote sensing system used in this stud?. was treated a s  a 

spectro-radiometer. This was done to avoid image registration difficulties. posed by both 

the sensor system and the lack of easily identifiable ground reference points over water. 

Additionally. camera and lens distortions were reduced. thus avoiding complex camera 

and radiometric calibration procedures. This approach also allowed complete control of' 

radiance data manipulation. and avoided unknown (and perhaps unrepeatable) scaling and 

stretching procedures performed by the image processor after mat.hematica1 manipulation 

of image data. Spectral values at the image center ii.e., nadir values1 were estracted 

using a VAX11-750 12S (Model 70/F4,1 image processing system and analyzed using the 

SFU mainf'rame computer. 



Sample site locations were pin-pointed on the imagery by using Loran-C navigation 

(coordinates) information from both hovercraft and aircraft. The Coast Guard navigation 

system also provided digitized maps of sample site locations. After the video imagery 

in one band was scaled and sample sites located, the other multispectral images were 

selected by the VCR counter and a stop watch. 

Video imagery lends itself to computer image processing due to its electronic 

format. The imagery was digitized in a straight-forward manner from video tape with 

good radiometric reproduction without the use of optical filters. The spectrally discrete 

video images were individually entered into the image processing system from a VCR. 

The VCR was interfaced with a time base corrector (TBC) which synchronized the scan 

rate  of the digitizer and the output signal of the VCR. The waveform monitor was 

linked between the TBC and the video digitizer in order to accurately adjust the level of 

the video signals produced by the TBC. This insured that. all the information on the 

video tape (I 1 volt) was being 'captured' by the video digitizer without exceeding 1 

volt, which would result in image saturation and loss of information. The different, 

video image intensities. representd by .01-1 volt (100 divisions), were transformed into 

DNs between 0 and 255 by the digitizer. Imagery was visually inspected on a 19 inch 

RGB monitor during the process t.o permit proper image selection 

The 1 2 S  System 500 softwarts BLOTCH function was used to select digitized video 

data f'rom each band separately. These 'BLOTCHED' regions were analogous to tht. 

densitometric spot readings from the film. In order to overcome problems cf detector 

noise. and noise in the image data due to sea-state or surface orientation! the data 

extracted f'rom the video images for the regression analysis were not from a single pixel 

corresponding with the sample sites. Instead, areas (groups of pixels) incorporating 

multiple surface reflections were selected from the image nadir, with no at.tempt to 

impose a rigid shape or size. The number of pixels analyzed for the 'BLOTCHED'. 

regions in each image was approximately 300 for the field study sites, and about 150 

for the laboratory studies. The number of pixels. means. and standard deviations of 



these selected regions were obtained with the HISTOGRAM function. While the 

analyzed regions of the multiple images making up the ground scene were not exactly 

coincident, they were from essentially the same area. Spatial andior radiometric 

variability between images was 'smoothed over' by using the mean values for the areas 

analvzed. 

4.3.1 Dark-Object Su btmctionlAdditinn 

Clear water has low reflectance and can be used a s  both a dark object for 

subtraction and a standard wtth which to compare turbid water bodies (Ahern et ul.. 

1977; Moore. 1978; Snydor, 1980). Subtraction of the minimum radiance of clear water 

from turbid water (in each band) results in the subtraction of' approximately the 

atmospheric reflectance from the water surface and the volume reflectance of clear 

water. Thus, the resulting residual radiance is attributed only to suspended sediment 

concentration (Scarpace ef  ul., 1979; Scherz and Van Domelen, 1975; Sydor, 19801. 

Such at,mospheric corrections can significantly reduce the effects of atmospheric 

radiance components from the imagery, thereby increasing the image contrast for the 

scene and enhancing the sensitivity and accuracy of' suspended sediment classification. 

In an attempt to reduce atmospheric influences. the dark DNs from both coal and 

clear water were used to adjust image DNs in the field study. The DNs of coal from 

the video imagery were '0': therefore. only the clear dark water values were used. 

These clear water DICs from both altitudes were subtracted from the sample s ~ t e  DKs 

obtained from the corresponding altitudes. 

Since an increase in atmospheric scattering results in a tlecrec~sc~ in film density 

(the photograph is lighter). the optical count density values of these dark objects were 

actually added to the image densit.? values in ordei w increase the film densit.y (and 

make the photograph darker).  Thus, adding film density values was approximately 

analogous t,o subtracting reflectance values (see 4.3.1).  However. neither dark object 

used with this technique improved the results. This prodedure was probab1)- 



inappropriate because it altered the spectral relationship between bands a s  well a s  

between flight lines. 

Clear water values from the black barrel and aluminum-coated barrel were used a s  

dark objects to adjust the image DNs of the different sediment conditions in the 

laboratory study. Again, the video imagery was not sensitive to these dark values so 

tha t  dark-object subtraction techniques could not be assessed. The dark DNs were 

added to the appropriate DNs of each light-sensitive layer of the color and infrared 

films, in the same manner as in the field study. 

4.3.2 Regression Analysis 

Linear and non-linear multiple regression empirically correlated the reflectance 

spectra (independent variable) from the sediment-laden water with the concentrations of 

suspended particles. Environmental and optical conditions (water and atmospheric 

conditions) were summarized in the regression coefficients. In order to help define a 

reliable relationship between SSC and reflectance. certain criteria and conditions were 

identified and measured. These included environmental. sampling, and statistical 

jrocedures: 

Analysis of image data from water depths deeper than secchi disappearance depth. 

The flat,-black bottom of the barrels in the 1aborat.ol-y study were not considered to 

be reflective, and these data were included in ana!yses. 

A wide range of sediment conditions within the scene were measured in both the 

field survey and the laboratory experiment. 

Time lags between image aquisition and surface sampling were small. 

SSCs were det,ermined from 7 integrated samples co1lect.ed from the remote sensing 

penetration depth. 

Only data subjected to consistent handling techniques were analyzed. 

Only the central portion of' the images were analyzed. Pixels from a 

representitive area in the image nadir were averaged t.o reduce system and 

environmental noise. These distributions were normal. 



7. The field survey sample size was 1 4  when data from the two flight lines were 

combined. There were 13 sediment conditions analyzed from the laboratory 

experiment. While the number of observation were not large, they were more 

than three times the number of sensor channels, and probably constituted a 

representitive sample. 



CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 Introduction 

The analytical capability of the airborne multispectral remote sensing system was  

evaluated in terms of sensitivity and precision. The analytical range of the 

reflectance-sediment relationship was subsequently examined in a laboratory experiment. 

The first step was t,o determine which bands responded best to various sediment 

concentrations then to evaluate the predictive capabilities of these bands using linear and 

log-linear multiple regression techniques. 

With regards to the field study, imagery was analyzed from the 2000- and 

4000-foot altitude flight lines, with the data collected a t  8000 feet omitted. Imagery 

acquired a t  8000 feet was not analyzed because about an hour had elapsed between 

sensor overflight and surface sample data collection. The optical density counts fbr each 

dye layer of t,he color and infrared films. representing film densit'y, were ratioed one to 

another and regressed with SSC. The neutral density optical counts were not analyzed 

because they represented general irradiance Le..  overall albedo), not radiance a t  discrete 

wavelengths. Consequentl>., neutral density values were coiwlated with each of the 

film's light-sensitive layers. 

The data plotted in Figure 11 arc  the optical densit,y counts from the different 

light-sensitive layers of' the color and color reversal infrared film for the field stud>- at  

2000 feet. They illustrate the strong relationship between SSC and film density. 

showing that  reflection increases with increasing SSC. lLIultiple and simple linear 

regression analyses were conducted in ordel- to quantitativel~. evaluate this relationship. 

Reflectance in the different spectral bands ii.e.. film layers) was used to predict SSC - 

the dependent variable. 
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Only regression equations with coefficients of determination ( r 2 )  greater than .70 

were considered (Mace, 1983). Various statistical parameters were used to measure the 

precision of the regression solution, a s  described in the previous chapter. Briefly, the 

criteria used for selecting an  appropriate regression equation were (Whitlock et al., 

1982): 

1) Values for the regression coefficient (r) should approach 1, 

2) the standard error should approach 0, 

3) the F/FOeo5 ratio should be 2 4.0 for predictive utility, 

4) the total squared error, Cp, should be low, together with. 

5) a CpIP ratio I 1.0. 

This information is tabulated for color and color infrared film in tables 3 and 4. 

The tables show tha t  several trends were evident. All of the film layers of both 

film types were good predictors of SSC for individual flight lines a t  both altitudes, with 

stronger results from the imagery collect.ed a t  2000 feet. Perhaps the most striking 

observation was that  the best predictive equations for both the single flight lines and 

the two flight lines combined were essentially all single-term. Thus, simple regression 

solutions were adequate for the statistical prediction of SSC. 

When data from both flight lines were combined. regression coefficients and number, 

of variables meeting the various criteria generally decreased. However. all the values 

for the infrared film (see Table 4) remained high, indicating that it was  relatively 

unaffected b?- atmospheric and sun angle differences bet.ween 2000 and 4000 f tet .  The 

principle reason for t.hr reduced atmospheric effect on the infrared film was due to the 

filtration (Wratten 2 2 )  blocking wavelengths shorter than 560nm. Since the shorter 

wavelengths a re  scattered more than longel. wavelengths. atmospheric scatt~ering had a 

reduced effect on infrared film, and a strongel influence on the color film. 



Table 3 
Linear Regression Test Parameters Associated with the 
August 8, 1986 Aerial Survey; Ektachrome Color Film 

BAND r r SE  F RSS CP CpiP 

A R 
G 
B 

RIB 
GIB 

B R 
G 
B 

RIG 
RIB 

2000 feet A.M.S.L. 
4000 feet ,4.hl.S.L. 
2000 and 4000 feet A.M.S.L.. combined. 
2000 and 4000 feet A.M.S.L.. combmed, with Sun Angle Correctlon. 
2000 and 4000 feet A.M.S.L.. combmed. with Sun Angle Correctlon. and 

Clear Water Addition. 
2000 and 4000 feet A.M.S.L.. combined, with Sun Angle 'Correction, and 

Coal Addition 
r = regression coefficient. 
r = coefficient of determination. 
SE  = standard error. 
F = F-statistic. 

= F-ratio, at the 95% confidence level. 
RSS = sum of squares of residuals. 
Cp = Total squared error 
CpIP = estimate of bias (CpIPI l.O=negligible bias) 



Table 4 
Linear Regression Test Parameters Associated With The 

August 8, 1986 Aerial Survey; Infrared Aerochrome Film. 

BAND r r SE F 1 F ~ . ~ 5  RSS CP CpIP 

A R+IR/G .997 
R + G  .993 

IR .934 
R .978 
G .957 

IRIR .977 
IRiG .95 
RIG .88 

B IR .90 
R .85 
G .87 

IRIR .847 
IRIG .909 
RIG .933 

C IR .914 
R .898 
G .903 

IRIR .88 
IRIG .908 
RIG .8S 

E IR .880 
R .93G 
G .923 

IRIR .S35 
-- - 

A = 2000 feet A.M.S.L. 
B = 4000 feet A.M.S.L. 
C = 2000 and 4000 feet A.M.S.L., combined. 
D = 2000 and 4000 feet A.M.S.L.. combmed. with C lea~  Water Addition 
E = 2000 and 4000 feet A.M.S.L., combined. with Coal Addition 
1- = regression coefficient. 
r = coefficient of determination. 
S E  = standard error. 
F = F-statistic. 

= F-ratio, a t  the 9 . i c r  confidence level. 
RSS = sum of squares of residuals. 
Cp = Total squared erroi 
CpIP = estimate of' bias (CplPI  1.0 =negligible bias I 



The blue-sensitive layer for the color film had very high regression coefficients for 

individual flight lines (see Table 3), but when the data for the two altitudes were 

plotted together (Figure 12), the curves were separated due to the difference in 

atmospheric scattering and higher sun angle. The green- and red-sensitive layers were 

affected somewhat less by the atmosphere. 

In order to compensate for increased sun angle, film density counts were multiplied 

by the cosine of the sun angle7 (see Figure 12-D). Since the red-sensitive layer was 

theoretically affected least by additional atmospheric scattering. this procedure alone 

provided an adequate correction for the red band a t  these low altitudes. Sun angle 

correction also improved the response of the green- and blue-sensitive layers, but the 

curves remained separated due to residual effects from increased atmospheric scattering. 

While the literature suggested tha t  the relationship between SSC and spectral 

reflectance were nonlinear (e.g., see Munday and Alfiildi, 19791, the narrow range of 

sediment values (10.6 mg/l - 16.8 rngll) from the field observations resulted in a linear 

relationship. This did not hold true for the wider ranges of SSC values found in the 

laboratory experiments. 

The four video bands analyzed were reflected infrared, red, green, and blue. The 

DNs were proportional to reflectance so that a large DN represents high reflectivit,?. 

Results of the regression analyses and the summary statistics a re  compiled in Table 5. 

From this table. linear relationships are evident bet.ween variable SSC and reflectance. 

The red. green. and blue image bands collected at 2000 feet met the criteria for SSC 

prediction. The response of the blue band similar to color film in that it is highly 

sensitive t.o changing SSC at low altitudes. As expected. the r Z  foi. the blue imagery 

collected a t  4000 feet fell below .70,  probably due to the increased atmospheric scatter. 

When data from both flight hnes were combined to examine atmospheric effects 

between flight line altitudes, the red band proved to be the least affected by the change 

------------------ 
7 The sun angle for the 2000-foot flight line was 42'. and the sun angle for the 
4000-foot flight line was 45'. 
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Figure 12: OPTICAL DENSITY VALUES FOR BLUE (A), GREEN (B), AND RED (C) 
SENSITIVE LAYERS OF EKTACHROME COLOR FILM TAKEN AT 2000 FEET (A 
AND 4000 00, AS A FUNCTION OF SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION. FIGURE "D" 
IS THE RED-SENSITIVE LAYER CORRECTED FOR SUN ANGLE DIFFERENCES 
BETWEEN THE ALTITUDES. 



Table 5 
Linear Regression Test Parameters Associated with the 

August 8, 1986 Aerial Survey; Multispectral Video Imagery 

BAND r r S E  F RSS CP Cp/P 

B R .964 
G .896  

RIB .939 

A = 2000 feet A.M.S.L. 
B = 4000 feet A.M.S.L. 
C = 2000 and 4000 feet. A.M.S.L.. combined. 
D = 2000 and 4000 feet A.M.S.L.. combined, with Sun Angle Correction. 
E = 2000 and 4000 feet A.M.S.L., combined, with Clear Water Subtraction 
F' = 2000 and 3000 feet A.M.S.L.. combined, with Sun Angle Correction. and 

Clear Water  Subtraction 
1- = regression coefficient. 
I - =  = coefficient of determination. 
SE = standard error. 
F = F-statistic. 
F/F0.05 = F-ratio, at the 95% confidence level. 
RSS = sum of squares of' residuals. 
Cp = Total squared error 
Cp/P = estimate of bias (CplPS l.O=negligible bias t 



in atmosphere, similar to the color film. The r 2  changed only slightly when the DNs 

were multiplied by the sine of the sun angle, increasing from .788 to .791. Slight 

exposure adjustments (see Appendix A) by the time-base-corrector saturated the pixels of 

the coal to black, so that only clear water values were used a s  dark object corrections 

for atmospheric interference. Clear water DNs were subtracted from the other sample 

site DNs in the appropriate images. Dark-object-subtraction (DOS), together with sun 

angle correction improved the results, increasing the r 2  from .788 to .797, with both 

the F-ratio and the Cp/P ratio values meeting the predetermined criteria. There was  

some indication that  clear water DOS did compensate for some atmospheric effects. 

However, this technique cannot be fully evaluated because the time-basecorrector was 

thought to be automatically adjusting low image-DNs. 

5.2 Laboratory Experiments 

5.2.1 Experiment 1 

The SSC range encountered in the field study was narrow. This obviously affects 

and limits the utility of the findings based on this narrow sediment range. Therefore, a 

need to examine the performance of the remote sensing system with higher concentration 

values and broader concentration ranges was evident. To satisfy this, a laboratory 

study was chosen over another field st,udy in order t o  reduce expenses and logistical 

difficulties. while insuring a broad SSC range. A laboratory study also reduced or 

eliminated man>- environmental variables such 3s atmospheric absorption and scattering 

between the sensors and the desired targets, ie.. variable SSC. 

McCluney (1976) recommended the use of black, non-reflecting containers in 

laborat.ol-y experiments studying the spectral return from suspended sediment. This 

seems intuitively obvious since the color of the container will influence the tot31 signal 

measured by the sensor. The first laboratory study utilized matte-black 4.5-gallon drums 

in which varying SSCs were measured and imaged. 



Initial examination of the data uncovered some shortcomings of this method. The 

radiative transfer of light in both clear and sediment-laden water was seriously 

hampered by the dark interiors, the relatively small diameter of the barrels, and the 

diffuse light source. Subsequent observations noted better discrimination of SSCs in 

these black barrels in direct sunlight, but it was obvious that  scattering was affected by 

the relatively low sun angle and dark interiors. 

McCluney suggests that  results from studies employing these methods are valid 

only if the vertical depth of light penetration was less than the diameter of the 

container. Therefore, SSC must be high enough such that  the remote sensing 

penetration depth was only 2.5 feet. This required SSCs on the order of about 1000 

mg/l - not very realistic concentration values for an applications-oriented remote sensing 

study. 

Another problem encountered was that  variable cloudiness resulted in variable 

skylight conditions that were extremely difficult to control for. These effects were 

acerbated by the dark background of the barrels. The net effect was that  the sky, 

with haze and thin clouds, was prominantly mirrored on the water surface. This 

1aborat.ory setup needed furthur study in order to assess its value in providing 'realistic' 

data. Data and experience obtained from this laboratory study were instrumental in 

formulating and implementing a second laboratory experiment. 

5.2.2 Experiment 2 

The laboratory setup for the second experiment was similar to the first 

experiment. The principal difference between the experiments was that  the 45-gallon 

barrels were coated with aluminum foil to reflect sunlight, in order to simulate the side 

scattering of light found in open water conditions, and also allowed deeper penetration of 

light in the barrels. Direct sunlight was used for illumination, and data was also 

collected from aluminum-coated and flat-black barrels containing clear water for control. 

The scatt.ering of natural light in the sediment-laden water appeared much more 

realistic. and the results indicated that this method may represent a more realistic 



model of the environment. 

5.2.3 Photographic Imageq. 

The optical density numbers from both the aluminum-coated and matte-black control 

barrels containing clear water were added to the values obtained from the different 

sediment conditions. This was  done to partially account for water surface reflections 

contributing to the total signal returned from the sediment laden water. 

The resulting r 2  values and other statistics for the color film are  presented in 

Table 6. The variable demonstrating the strongest relationship to sediment 

concent.rations was the red:green ratio. In fact, it was the only significant, variable in 

four cases, and had the highest r 2  value in the remaining two cases. Transforming 

SSC to logarithmic values resulted in higher r 2  values for the red:green ratio in all 

cases. 

Thus, the ability of the color film to detect hiphei- sediment concentrations decreased 

towards the upper boundary of the SSC range (see Figure 13). 

The laboratory t.est took about 2 hours from s tar t  to finish. The increased sun 

angle had a small affect on the overall return from the sedimen~laden water because 

the volume reflectance from these barrels was  much larger than the surface reflection. 

in contrast to the first laboratory study. Dark-oblect addition did compensate for some 

surf'ace reflections a s  shown by the improvement of the I-' values of the non-linear 

red:green ratio. The 1.' of the uncorrected ratio. . .702.  was improved with 

dark-ob.ject-addition t.echniques using both the black barrel i .824).  and the 

aluminum-coated barrel (.853). 

The results from the lineal- and logarithmic n~ultiple regression analyses using 

infrared film are  compiled in Table 7. The infrared-sensitive layer provided the most 

meaningful results. The r 2  and F-ratio values for linear regressions were high. .920 

and 12.4.  respectively. This indicat.ed that  the infrared-sensitive layer was responsive to 

broad ranges of SSC. Dark-ob,ject addition techniques had little affect on the absolute 



Table 6 
Linear and Non-Linear Regression Test Parameters Associated 

with the Laboratory Experiment; Fujichrome Color Film 

BAND r r S E  F'F~.05 RSS CP CpIP 

A RIG .838 .702 

B RIG .S91 .793 
RIB .856 .732 

C RIG .898 .806 

D RIG .907 .S24 

E R,'G .858 .737 

F' RIG .925 .853 
RIB .S79 .773 

A = Raw Optical Density Numbers, untransformed. 
B = Raw Optical Density Numbers, loglO(SSC). 
C = Black-Batrel Clear Water Addition, untransformed. 
D = Black-Barl,el Clear Water Addition. loglO(SSC). 
E = Aluminum-Coated Barrel Clear Water Addition, untransformed. 
F' = Aluminum-Coated Barrel Clear Water Addition. loglO(SSC). 
r = regression coefficient. 
r 2  = coefficient of determination. 
SE = standard error. 
F = F-statistic. 
FIFO.O5 = F-ratio. at the 95% confidence level. 
RSS = sum of squaws of residuals. 
Cp = Total squared error 
Cp'P = estimate of' bias ICp/P< l.O=negligible bias) 
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Figure 13: OPTICAL DENSITY VALUES FROM THE LABORATORY 'EXPERIMENT 

A = Ratioed Red:Green optical density values for Fujichrome color film a s  a function 
of suspended sediment concentration. 
B = Ratioed Red:Green optical density values for Fujichrome color film as a function 
of loglo-sediment concentrations. 
C = Infrared-sensitive layer of the infrared Aerochrome (2443) film. 
D = Ratioed Red:Green optical density values after aluminum-barrel clear water 
addition (color film), a s  a function of log10 sediment concentration. 



DNs. Logarithmically transforming SSC enhanced the ability of the red:green ratio to 

predict SSC, but the resulting red:green ratios were not a s  strong a s  those from the 

color film. The response from the red-sensitive layer was  also improved by a 

logarithmic transformation, coupled with the black barrel addition. 

5.2.4 Video Imagery 

The DNs obtained from the video imagery of the laboratory experiment were 

treated in a similar manner a s  the film. No dark-object-subtraction (DOS) procedures 

were used because the dark values from both the black and aluminum coated control 

barrels of clear water were saturated to black (DN = 0) in the digitization process and 

provided no information. Linear and logrithmic multiple regressions were performed only 

on 'uncorrected' absolute and ratioed DNs. Additionally, the infrared imagery was  

seriously under-exposed and was consquently not used in the analyses. 

The results of these regressions can be found in Table 8. The significant 

variables were the unratioed red and green bands. The r 2  of the preen band was only 

slightly improved by logarithmic transformation, while the r 2  of the red band was 

improved from .720 to ,790. The r 2  of the red and preen bands was greater than 

.700. and the F-ratio was greater than 4.0. but the Cpip ratio was greater than 1.0, 

indicating that the derived equations were biased. Inspection of the plots of residuals 

isee Figure 1 4 )  indicated that  some of' the errors were not. random. but systematic. 

Therefore, the simple linear equation using the green reflectance appeared to be the best 

predictor of SSC. 

The performance of the video system in the laboratory experiment was not a s  

good a s  expected for a variety of' reasons which are  discussed below. The problems 

were not inherent to the video syst.em per sc. but resulted from equipment used 

inconjunction with the sensors and some aspects of the experimental design. The results 

do indicate. however. that video imagery can provide useful remote sensing data over 

broad SSC ranges. 



Table 7 
Linear and Non-Linear Regression Test Parameters Associated 

with the Laboratory Experiment; Infrared Aerochrome Film (2443) 

BAND r r SE  I: F1F0.05 RSS c P CpIP 

A IR .920 .S46 39.4 

B RIG .850 .727 . I7854 

C IR .920 .846 39.4 

D RIG .844 .713 . I8312 

E IR .920 .846 39.40 

F ' R .844 .716 . IS218 
RIG .85.5 .732 . I7704 

A = Raw Optical Density Numbers, untransformed. 
B = Raw Optical Density Numbers, loglO(SSC). 
C = Black-Barrel Clear Water Addition, untransformed. 
D = Black-Barrel Clear Water Addition. l o g l 0 6 S C ) .  
E = Aluminum-Coated Barrel Clear Water Addition. untransformed 
F' = Aluminum-Coated Barrel Clear Water Addit.ion. loglO(sSCj. 
r = regression coefficient. 
r 2  = coefficient of' determination. 
SE  = standard error. 
F = F-statistic. 
F / F ~ . O ~  = F-ratio, at the 9.5% confidence level. 
KSS = sum of' squares of' residuals. 
Cp = Total squared error 
CplP = estimate of' bias (CpIPI l.O=negligible bias) 



Table 8 
Linear and Non-Linear Regression Test Parameters Associated 
with the Laboratory Experiment; Multispectral Video Imagery 

BAND r r SE F F/F0.05 RSS CP CpIP 

A = Raw Optical Density Numbers, untransformed. 
B = Raw Optical Density Numbers, logIO(SSC). 
1- = regression coefficient. 
I- = coefficient of determination. 
SE = standard error. 
F = F-statistic. 

= F-ratio, a t  the 95% confidence level. 
RSS = sum of squares of residuals. 
Cp = Total squared error 
Cp/P = estimate of bias (CpIPI l.O=negligible bias) 



RED RESIDUALS 

GREEN RESIDUALS 

Figure 14: VIDEO RED AND GREEN BANDS: PLOTS O F  RESIDUALS FROM THE 
REGRESSION ANALYSIS. 



5.3 Results in Perspective -- 

These results demonstrate tha t  suspended sediment concentrations can be estimated 

using practical remote sensing systems. The results from the individual flight lines were 

very good, with r 2  values greater than .90 in many cases, together with high F-values 

and minimum biases. Combining data from both flight lines reduced the statistical 

strength of the derived regression equations to predict SSC due to increased noise. 

The decision of which set  of results were more useful would depend on the remote 

sensing objective. If the purpose of conducting a remote sensing survey was to collect 

data for a one-time, specific, non-temporal application, then there is value in calibrating 

image reflectance values from a single sensor overpass to the phenomena of interest. 

For example, if the objective of a study was to determine the total quantity of surficial 

SSC in the entire sediment plume during a certain stage of freshet discharge, image 

reflectance values would simply need to be calibrated with the corresponding surface 

truth concentration values. The relationship, under conditions particular to that  

overflight, could be modeled with, for example. a regression equation. The surficial 

sediment concentrations could then be quantified and mapped across the entire plume 
I 

with a variety of' computei, plotting routines. The shortcomings of this procedure are  

that the accuracy would depend on the number and quality of surface truth 

measurements, and perhaps more importantly. the results would only apply to that 

specific data set. This method may be adequate for ongoing studies if ground truth 

data could be easily and inexpensively acquired and processed. 

If the remote sensing objective was to monitor watel. quality for management 

purposes. minimize the dependency on ground truth d a t a 8 ,  or temporal parameters were 

of interest, then controlling and/or quantifying extraneous factol-s contributing to the 

recieved remote sensing signal would be important. These factors would be mainlj 

meteorological, physical environmental. and sensor system noise. 

------------------ 
8 Ground truth data aquisition is often expensive, time consuming. and difficult. or 
even dangerous, to  obtain. 



The objective of this study was not to determine the suspended sediment load in 

the Fraser  River plume per se. Rather, the objective was to quantify suspended 

sediment using a particular remote sensing system, thereby testing its analytical ability. 

This was  facilitated by employing certain methods to quantify SSC under a variety of 

conditions sufficient to realistically assess the techniques used to predict suspended 

sediment. A subsequent result is an evaluation of the sensor system employed. 

Therefore, da ta  from the two flight lines were combined to test certain procedures (e.g., 

dark-object subtraction) under increased noise conditions to broaden the utility of these 

findings. 

In agreement with studies previously reviewed, the relationship between SSC and 

reflectance can be used to predict suspended sediment, concentrations in surface waters. 

However, the spectrai bands most sensitive to SSC fluctuations were different in some 

cases. This may have been due to the composition of the suspended particles and 

physical factors affecting their suspension icoastal marine v.s. fresh water environments), 

in addition to the particular attributes of the sensor systems. Bartolucci (1977), Ritchie 

(1976), and Holyer (1978) all measured the spectral reflectance of sediment laden waters 

from just above the the water surface using spectro-radiometers. They all found that 

the channels most responsive to SSCs were in the near-infrared 1700-800nm). 

Additionally, in sitrc measurements by Rit.chie cf (LI. 11974) and airborne data collected 

by .Johnson (1975)  showed strong relationships bet,ween SSC and reflectance at 

nrw-visible infrared wavelengths i700-800nn1). In another airborne study. Poinlie and 

Blanchard (19751 found that green wavelengths (530-580nmi were the most responsive t.o 

narrow sediment ranges, and orange (588-643nm) t,ogether with red (650-GSOnm) was 

the best combination to predict broad ranges of SSC (13-232 mgil). Johnson and Bahn 

(19771 reported that their best results were obtained using both blue (440-490nm1 and 

red 1620-660nm) channels. but chlorophyll-a was also in suspension with the mineral 

particulates. 



The best overall results from the field study were obtained with the red-sensitive 

layer of the color film, corrected for sun illumination angle. The r 2  value from data  

with both flight lines combined, was  .849, the standard error was low, and the F and 

F-ratio values were high. Thus, the suggested equation format was: 

SSC = J + K(Rad) 

where: 

1. SSC = suspended sediment concentration, mgfl, 

2. J = 21.87 

3. K = - 0.3247 

4. Rad = optical density count of the red-sensitive layer of color film, multiplied by 

the cosine of the sun angle. 

The usefulness of the red band was not restricted to the color film. The 

performance of the red band was consistently good at both altitudes for virtually all 

imagery. Using the color film, the most outstanding difference bet,ween results of the 

laboratory and field study was that the red absolute DNs were the best predictors in 

the field study, while the red:green ratio provided the best results in the laboratory 

study. Because the range in sediment concentration was narrow in the field test 

( 10.6- 16.SmgIl). the spectral shift of peak reflectivity from preen to red wavelengths was 

not evident. Therefore, both bands experienced a similar increase in overall reflectance, 

and thr  relative behavior of the increased reflectance was similar. The range of' 

sediment concentrations in the laboratory study was much wider (21-377 mgll). As a 

i.esult, the relative increase in reflectance a s  SSC increased was greater for the 

red-sensit,ive layer than for the green-sensitive layer. This difference in relative 

reflectance was enhanced by dividing the red band by the green band. 

Another important finding of the laboratory study was that,  for color film. 

nonlinear (IogSSC) equations pave higher correlation coefficients than linear models. 

except for narrow ranges of SSC ii.e.. the field study). Non-linear models were also 



better with the infrared film, excluding the infrared-sensitive laver. The two slmilar 

light-sensitive layers of color and infrared film (i.e., green and red) behaved similarly 

under similar conditions. The response of the red:green ratio with both color and 

infrared photography confirmed the consistancy and usefulness of this ratio for predicting 

SSC. 

The absolute DNs of the infrared-sensitive layer provided the best results when 

regressed with untransformed SSC. This indicated that  infrared reflectance was 

sufficiently low over the entire range of SSC values so a s  not to increase a t  an 

exponential rate  with increasing SSC. Therefore, infrared reflectance did not reach some 

asymptotic value at  high SSCs, and has a broader analytical range than the other 

light-sensitive layers in the color and infrared film. 

5.4 Data Correction Techniques 

High altitude atmospheric eff'ects must  be reduced or negated to increase the 

usefulness and accuracy of remote imagery for predictive purposes. The lower the 

altitude of image aqusition, the less atmospheric alteration of the remotely sensed signal. 

However, this may be at  the expense of synoptic coverage, because of the smaller area 

imaged. Other problems were compounded at  low altitudes. such a s  video image blur 

and difficulty in averaging ocean wave-f'i,equencies to compensate for variable sea-state. 

The techniques examined in this study were darli-object-subtraction lor addition, for 

film) to compensate for additive atmospheric eff'ects. band ratioing to compensate for 

multiplicative effects. and sun angle correction for differences in sun illumination. The 

main difference between this dark-oh,iect addition procedure with film and dark-object 

subtraction of reflectance data was that, the relative spectral separation between bands 

was reduced for the addition procedure. If a large constant ( a  dark-object DN) was 

added to the DNs of each band, the relative difference between the bands would be 

reduced; whereas the relat.ive difference would be increased (enhanced] if the resulting 

D h s  became smaller. It  is the relative differences between bands that  are compared in 



multispectral remote sensing, and a s  sediment conditions change, these relative differences 

between bands change. Because these relationships were degraded, this dark-object 

addition procedure was probably inappropriate. However, if film density values were 

converted to reflectance values, the subtraction of dark-object DNs should enhance image 

data affected by additive atmospheric scattering. This point was illustrated by the fact 

tha t  dark-object addition techniques did not account for differences in altitude for the 

color film, while clear water subtraction, together with sun angle correction, slightly 

improved the video results. Sun angle correction was valuable for correcting the 

red-sensitive layer of the color film, suggesting tha t  atmospheric interference was not a s  

important a s  changes in sun elevation a t  these relatively low altitudes. 

To compensate for water surface reflections in the laboratory experiment, the 

addition of the aluminum-coated barrel clear water values enhanced the results, using 

color film. The results from adding the aluminum-coated barrel clear-water values were 

better than for the addition of the black barrel clear-water values; both of which were 

an improvement on the the results from the uncorrected DNs. Therefore, there may be 

some utility for using dark-object-addition techniques when using color film and an  85B 

filter. However, these image values should be converted (inversel:~) so that  a 

subtraction procedure could be used. Again, dark-object.-additZion had little effect on the 

results from the infrared film. even though the sun angle ii.e., atmospheric scattering) 

increased significantly. These results indicate that changes in sun angle and altitude 

have a reduced effect on infrared film used with a Wratten 22 filter. The small 

increase in sun angle and altitude differences had little affect on the infrared film. and 

no correction were necessary. 

Physical environmental effects, such a s  sea s tate ,  were compensated for by simply 

anaiyzing an area on the image large enough t.o incorporate a representitive sample of 

wave frequencies. Thus. the multiple refle~t~ions of surface waves were averaged, and 

no one wave-surface orientation. and its resulting reflection characteristics. was dominant. 

The resulting average DN? corresponding to a particular sample site and sediment 



condition, was considered to be representitive of that  sediment condition. I t  was 

extremely important to select the same area  on the multiple video images. This must  

occur so tha t  essentially the same reflectance information was being compared, and 

differences bet,ween the bands were attributed to changes in the reflectance spectra, 

rather than non-related spatial differences. 

Sensor system noise was minimized by insuring proper camera exposures, and by 

only analyzing image nadir values ke . ,  the center of the image). Nadir values were 

affected the least by lens and camera d~stortions, resulting in relatively consistent 

exposure (spatially), thereby allowing relative comparisons to be made between images 

without incorporating vignetting effects in the analysis. 

5.5 Realized and Potential Problems - 

5.5.1 Thr Fic7ld Experiment 

The logistics of arranging personnel and equipment from government agencies and 

universities along a straight sediment sampling transect in adverse field conditions, 

extending from shallow water to 8 kilometers in the Strsit  of Georgia. concurrent with 

airborne sensor overflight proved to be difficult. Relatively short time lags between 

sediment sampling and sensor overflight resulted. 

Strong winds and currents swept some of' the 'anchored' sample-sit,e location targets 

offline and out of sight. Sampling sit,es were located on t.he video imagery using the 

Loran-C navigation information from both aircraft and hovercraft. and sma1ler~-scale aerial 

photography. Cons is tanc  of surface sampling techniques between sea-sick sampling 

crews ws5 assumed, a s  was the laboratory techniques employed to determine SSC. 



5.5.2 The Laboratory Experiment 

The main problem with the laboratory study involved the method of acquiring the 

video imagery. Because of equipment constraints, imagery of the different barrels was 

collected separately, rather than using all the cameras simultaneously. Therefore. the 

imagery was not 'multispectral' in the true sense of the word. Infrared, red, green, 

and blue imagery was collected of each barrel, but the surface orientations, and the 

resulting multiple reflections, were different for each image. In other words, surface 

reflection coefficients were different between images of a particular barrel. I t  would be 

difficult to circumvent this problem using the present MSV system. If the water 

surface in a barrel is thought of a s  a continuously moving plane in 3-dimensional space, 

it would be extremely difficult, or impossible, to register the same water surface 

orientations between different images, even if they were acquired simultaneously. 

Additionally. SSCs between the images of the same barrel may have been slightly 

different if the energy used to suspend the particles (in stirring) was slightly variable. 

These problems werr 'reflected' in the results of the laboratory study. The 

spectral shift of peak reflectivity between green and red wavelengths could not be 

detected because of. the variablity introduced by the different multiple reflections between 

bands. The relatively small amount of. bias indicated by the Cplp statistic was probably 

due to some systematic errors associat.ed with the same problems. However. despite 

thesc inadequacies. the results indicated that there is potential to achieve very good 

results with the MSV system for predicting SSC. 

It is mteresting to note that these problems were not realized with the film 

because a11 of the 'bands' were exposed simultaneously, and were, of' course, 'registered' 

by design. 



5.5.3 Video Imageq, 

Video cameras and other equipment a re  designed to provide optimum exposure over 

a wide range of light intensities. This is commonly facilitated through the use of 

automatic exposure controls which automatically adjust image brightness to an  'optimum' 

level. Because apparent feature reflectivity values a re  changed, these adjustments 

invalidate digital comparisons of these features between scenes. 

One such exposure control function present in the video cameras is called 

'automatic-gain-control' (AGC). The AGC was adjusted so that  it was considered to be 

inoperative, but since it was not totally disabled until after the field study (and before 

the laboratory study), small exposure adjustments may have been made. 

During the digitization process, there was  some evide'nce that  the time base 

corrector was making some exposure ad,justments. I11 some scenes containing dark 

objects (e.g., the Westshore Terminals coal facility), the dark objects were saturated to 

'black'. This may also have been a result, of the black pedestal being set too high. 

Stated differently. dark DNs below a certain threshold value were assigned a DN of '0 '  

(black). In either case, these factors essentially reduced the dynamic range of the video 
d 

imagery, resulting in some loss of information. Proper adjustment or control of such 

factors would improve the performance of the video imagery for the spectral 

identification of features and phenomena. 

Portions of the study relied more heavily on photography because the results were 

better than for video imagery. Because the principle system of concern in the study 

was the video, some techniques of calibi,ating photographs were overlooked. These 

techniques included developing a g ~ ~ y - s c a l e  step-wedge with each photographic frame in 

order to measure density differences due to film development. .Another technique is to 

ca1ibrat.e density differences to a standard reflector within the scene. e.g.. black shadows. 

Film developer and storage effects may have vaned slightly between frames. and would 



have been incorporated in the optical density counts. This unaccounted variability could 

influence the accuracy of the results. Other problems associated with multi-layered films 

included chemical development variabilities (e.g., 'cracked' emulsion), film storage effects, 

overlapping spectral sensitivity between layers, and dye absorption in areas other than 

those of its primary design. Many of these complications are  less important with 

relative ratio comparisons between bands due to the compensating effects of ratioing 

procedures. Additionally, optical density values were obtained from the center of the 

individual photographic frames to reduce vignetting and other camera/lens distortions. 

5.5.5 Measr~rement of Suspended Sediment Concentration 

SSC is typically measured in terms of a weight of dry sediment per unit volume 

of water (mgfl). The reason for this t,ype of measurement is simplicity and low cost. 

A problem exists with this convention of measurement. Volume reflectance is mainly a 

function of particle size, not their texture or color. Composition and size of particu1at.e~ 

obviously affect the measurement of weight. Many clay-sized particles are required to 

produce the same weight a s  a few sand-sized particles; but an equal weight of clay- 

and sand-sized particles produce drastically different volume reflection spectra. Hence, 

mgll is an  measurement relative 1.0 a certain particle size or composition (density) and it 

may be inappropriate to compare such measurements between studies unless the 

comparisons were being made between the same sized particles. If discharge could be 

related to a certain particle size distributions. then remote sensing data of similar 

discharge rates could be compared. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Towards - a n  Universal Multispect.ra1 -- Model to Determine SSC 

The ideal remote sensing scenario is t ha t  an  algorit,hm could be developed which 

would allow the quantification of SSC without surface truth. Additionally, the algorithm 

would apply universally to various geographic regions under a variety of environmental 

conditions. The only way this could be accomplished is to model all variables which 

affect the spectral return from sediment-laden water. This would require knowledge of 

the conditions under which the different constituents a re  suspended due to the nature of 

suspended sediment measurements and their relationship with reflectance of 

electro-magnetic energy. 

Several researchers have reported that  particle size is the most important factor in 

relating SSC to reflectance, rather than color and texture of the particles (Bowker et al.. 

1975: Whitlock, 1976; Holyer, 1978; Moore, 19781 Hence, there is some hope for 

developing an  universal algorithm because the possible colors and textures of suspended 

sediment is infinite, whereas acccounting for different particle size may be a more 

manageable problem (Holyer 19781. 

Developing such a model would still be a formidable task. Particle size would 

have to  be corrrelated with time of year, discharge rates. and tidal conditicns for a 

particulai site, area. and region. If biological parameters are of interest, additional 

information would bc needed, such a s  temperature. BOD, nutrients and time of day. 

Such a data base would take many years and require the efforts of many agencies and 

resetwchers. Therefore, the development of a universal algorithm is unlikely. and remote 

sensing of SSC would remain site-specific. If. however. the physical and environmental 

factors affecting the suspension of certain sediments can be adequately modeled so that  

a minimum of surface truth infbrmation was required, an "universal" model pertaining to 

a certain geographical region le.g. the Fraser River delta) could be realized. Any 



surface truth measurements would increase the accuracy of the classification, and these 

sample sites could be conveniently located to minimize time and cost. 

The first step in the journey towards this "hybrid" classification of SSC would be 

to identify. quantify, and reduce the effects t ha t  distort and degrade classification 

accuracy with respect to the remote imagery. These effects a re  camera and lens 

distortions, system noise, atmospheric and sun angle differences, and sea s tate  and 

surface reflection influences. The second step would be to quantify and correlate 

suspended partical size and other attributes to reflectance. Together. these 'steps' would 

provide a strong foundation on which to base an hybrid classification scheme to predict 

SSC. 

6.2 Summai-y - and Further Research 

The aim of the research was to evaluate less costly methods of' remote sensing 

data aquisition and analysis for monitoring water quality. The objective of the study 

was to develop a procedure to quantify variable suspended sediment concentrations using 

a combined multispectral video and small format photographic remote sensing system. I t  

is concluded that, the reflectance characteristics of sediment-laden water can be used to 

adequately predict SSC. 

The following conclusions were reached: 

A channel In the red portion of the spectrum can estimate narrow ranges of low 

SSCP (10 mgll - 16.8 mg/ l~ .  

A ratio of the red and green channels can estimate broad ranges of variable SSCs 

(31 mgi'l - 380 mp' l~.  

The relationship between suspended sediment concentration and radiance is 

non-hea r .  except for narrow ranges of SSC. 

Correction for different sun angles can compensate for illuminclt~on differences in 

image data. 



5. Averaged image nadir values a re  representitive of the reflectance spectra from 

different featureslconditions in the ground scene. Thus, the sensors can be treated 

a s  a broad-band spectro-radiometer. 

The fifth conclusion is valid only if the random variations affecting the reflectance 

characteristics of the sediment-laden water can be averaged. For example, variations in 

surface reflections can be averaged in an  image of a large ground scene, whereas an  

image of only one surface reflection condition (e.g., the water surface in the barrels of 

the laboratory experiment) did not provide a representitive sample of surface reflection 

values. 

Another important observation resulting from the research was that  reflective 

containers used in the laboratory study appeared to be more representitive of natural 

water conditions than black containers. A probable explaination is that  the black 

interior absorbed the incident light before representitive radiative transfer interactions of 

light in water could occur. Conversely? a reflective container re-directed incident light 

deeper into the container, simulating the side-scattering of light found in open waters. 

Statistical and graphical analvses have shown tha t  both narrow and wide ranges of 

SSC could be estimated with multispectral video and small format photographic imagery. 

The utility of the red portion of the spectrum was evident in both the laboratory and 

field studies. and provided the most consistant information over the broadest range of 

sediment and atmospheric conditions. The green band was also useful, especially for 

broad SSC ranges where its behavior could be compared with t.hat of the red band by 

ratio techniques. A channel in the reflected infrared portion of the spectrum is 

necessary to estend the analytical range and insure that image saturation does not 

occur a t  high SSCs. In addition. the inf'rared band can be used to help delineate 

shallow water andior the land-water interface because of absorption within the first few 

centimeters of the water.  If a narrow range of sediment values a re  expected. and a 

low (= 2000 feet) altitude flight is planned, a band in the blue-green portion of the 

spectrum would be benificial for good discrimination of sediment concentrations. A 



blue-green channel would also allow good water penetration in clear water for 

identification of underwater features. Thus, the rationale for a multispectral approach to 

water quality remote sensing has been reaffirmed by these results. 

To fully test the performance of the MSV system, imagery of a broad range of 

sediment concentrations needs to be aquired a t  a few different altitudes. Fraser  River 

discharge during freshet conditions could provide this wide range of SSCs. Aerial survey 

would allow the averaging of water surface wave-frequencies and a more thorough 

examination of' atmospheric effects. I t  is suggested tha t  imagery of a dark object be 

aquired a t  the same time to adequately test the value of dark-object subtraction 

techniques. A combination of dark-object-subtraction with ratio procedures may provide 

adequate atmospheric correction, for practical purposes. Additionally. all automatic 

exposure devices of all video imaging, viewing, and digitizing equipment must be disabled 

in order to make relative comparisons between bands and sediment conditions. 

Futhermore, all video digitizing equipment must be properly adjusted for imaging the 

features of interest to minimize the reduction of the dynamic range of the sensors and 

subsequent loss of information. 

The remote sensing procedures described herein addressed principal problems in 

quantifying SSC, and identified methods contributing to a better classification of different 

suspended sediment concentrations. These techniques appeared fundamentally sound. and 

such analyses should conform to both statistical and physical criteria and conditions 

encountered, and not be applied to data in which limit~ng factors are not met or a re  

unknown. 
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APPENDIX A 

Chnructeristics of Video Sensors 

The purpose of the following description of video hardware and basic characteristics 

of video signals is to familiarize the reader with some of the terms and concepts which 

have bearing on theoretical design and practical problems encountered during the course 

of the study. 

The Newvicon video camera is a black and white ib&w) single tube camera. The 

camera lens forms an image on the faceplate of a magnetic deflection tube. which is 

then electronically scanned to generate a video signal. The Sony Xc-37 video cameras 

a re  solid s tate  detectors which consist of an  ar ray  of photo detectors and read-out. 

electronics etched onto a single (b&w) silicon chip. The density of the detector a r ray  

for these sensors is 384 X 491  horizontal/vertical detectors. 

The video image is made up of 'scan lines' in which the voltage level of the video 

signal is varied in proportion to image brightness. Thus, variable scene brightness is 

translated ~ n t o  a. corresponding voltage level at each ar ray  detector In the video frame 

(CCD). The VCR rec~cves the electron~c image s~gna l s  from the detectors of' the camera 

and records t h ~ s  mformation on a ndeo tape. The VCR only records 240 hnes of the 

p o s s ~ b l ~  400 lines of information obtained b~ the camera. The VCR represents the 

'weakest' i ~ n k  in the system In regards to resol~i t~on.  and determmes the baseline f'o~ 

the spatial resolution of MS\' imagery. 

The video cameras are designed to provide good imagery over broad illumination 

ranges utilizing exposure adjustment devices such a s  auto-iris and automatic-gain-control 

(AGC).  With aut,omatic exposure controls, t,he camera will :id,just image scene brightness 

values to optimize exposure between dark and light fields within the ground scene. 



These exposure controls a re  constantly making adjustments since the bright and dark 

objects within every new ground scene can be different. Because apparent feature 

reflectivity values change with exposuret these adjustments invalidate digital comparisons 

of these features between scenes. The AGC was disabled in all cameras, requiring tha t  

correct camera exposures be set  manually with'  the aid of a waveform minitor. When 

optimum exposure is achieved, video output of scene brightness values range from 0 to 

1 volt, with 100 divisions between these two values. This is referred to a s  the 

dynamic range of the sensor. If exposu1.e is set  too high, bright ground values produce 

a video signal greater than 1 volt; values greater than 1 volt a re  sat,urated and appear 

white, resulting in loss of information. Therefore, correct camera exposure is determined 

by setting the brightest object to be imaged to the maximum video output, insuring that 

a11 other scene brightness values a re  less than 1 volt. 

Sources of System Noisc 

A perfect camera system will respond to light within a particular intensity range 

by producing digital intensity values that  a re  linearly related to the light intensit,y of 

the ground scene (Green, 1983). Many remote sensing systems do not faithfully 

represent scene reflectivity due to noise introduced by the imaging system. Two major 

causes of radiometric distort.ions in imagery (Green, 19831 are: 

11 the digital intensity values are not linearly related to the light intensities producing 

them: and. 

2 )  thc lack of spatial uniformity in the system's response to light levels: different 

regions within the camera's FOIi respond differently to the same light intensit.\. 

ce.g., vignetting and tube distortions). These dist.ol.tions affect both photographic 

and electro-optical imagery. Each type of distortion for both systems will be 

briefly discussed in turn. 



Nonlineczr Cumeru Response to Light Intensities 

The response of film to different light intensities is illustrated by the film's 

'characteristic curve'. "The churucteristic currjc of proccssed film is a plot of optical 

densities against thc logurithm of thc corresponding exposures, where exposure is the 

product of irrudiuncc a n d  the time during which the irrudiuncc is incident on thc 

emr~Lsion sttrfacc", (Slater, 1983). A typical characteristic curve is shown in figure 

15. The four important regions are: base-plcs-fog, toe of the curve, straight line 

portion, and the shoulder of the curlre. The base-plus-fog portion represents the 

baseline density of the film below which no information is available. The toe of 

the curve is the region where exposure is just above the threshold of the 

base-plus-fog. The slope of the s t raight  line portion of the curve indicates the 

contrast level of the film. with a steep slope indicating high contrast for limited 

exposure ranges. lncreased granularity and reduced resolution result for exposures 

on the shoulder of the curve. Processing conditions and other physical f'act,ors 

which influence the chemical response of film determine the shape and position of 

the curve. The characteristic curve will vary between rolls of film and between 

frames within the roll of film due to chemical changes in the developer. 

Therefore, absolut,e comparisons of film density a r e  necessarily suspect. even with 

careful calibration (Egan, 1974) .  

The nonlinear response of' the MS\ '  system t o  varying light intensities is 

causcd by noise within the system, and is primarily electronic in nat,ure. System 

noise is any  interference which degrades the radiometric clarity of a n  image. and 

is usuall>. espressed as the ratio of the signal to the combined noise (SIN). The 

efficiency of a sensol. system is simply the ratio of emitted electrons to incident 

photons, and will vary nonlinearly through a wide range of light intensities. 

These electronic aberat,ions result from changing light intensities over a scene. solid 
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Figure 15: IDEALIZED CHARACTERISTIC CURVE FOR BLACK AND WHITE FILM, 
(after Slater et al., 19831. 



state  circutry, dark current and thermal conductance, and the sensitivity of the 

individual detectors andlor scanning devices. Additional factors contributing to 

overall noise a re  the changes in pressure (aircraft altitude), aircraft electronic 

interferences, cabin temperature, and electronic interference from the photographic 

intervolometer. Nonlinear response characteristics of both photographic and MSV 

systems are  influenced and acerbated by vignetting. 

Shuding i3istortions 

The remote sensing systems utilized in this study produce imagery through 

camera optics. Therefore, the imagery produced by the four video and t.wo 

photographic cameras a re  all influenced by lenslfilter absorption and ref ixt ion.  

resulting in uneven distribution of brightness in the focal plane and affecting the 

spatial and spectral sensitivity of the recording medium (film or magnetic tape). 

Inherent, in the imaging process of a lens is a cos3 dependence of incident. 

light angle of incoming light (Egan, 1974). This cos3 dependence is quite 

pronounced and produces a vignetting of the image. Vignetting is a decline of 

light intensity away from the center of a lens, and is aperture dependent: smaller 

f-stops result in less vignet,t,ing. Camera lens t,ransmission. and the I-esulting 

vignetting. differ between lenses (even 'identical' lenses) due to lens geometry. 

This fall-off' in light intensity is not necessarily uniform. and depends on thc 

geometry and the angle of collimated light striking t . 1 ~  lens. Because diff'erent 

wavelengths of light refract differently, focal plane ad,justments were made on each 

video camera to compensate for the different refractive indes of the various hands. 

The blue camera required the smallest adjustment while tht, infrared camera 

required the largest adjustment. 

D~screte bandwdths were determined by ~nterference filters placed In front of 

each lens, lnterference filters work on the principle of reflecting unwanted 



radiation and transmitting the desired wavelength interval. These filters exhibit 

different bandpass characteristics for different angles if incidence. If the angle of 

incidence (for collimated light) is increased, the peak wavelength is shifted to 

shorter wavelengths (Oriel Corporation, 1983). The bandpass shift is not 

considered to be significant in this study a s  long a s  the channels do not overlap; 

however the additional refraction of light affects vignetting. 

One more important source of shading distortions was the magnetic deflection 

tube in the Newvicon camera. Spatially variable response characteristics a re  

caused by the geometry of the tube, with radiometric distortions extreme near the 

edges (Roberts and Evans, 1986). 

All these nonlinear and shading distortions affecting a n  image can be 

significantly reduced with correct camera exposures, resulting in a more accurate 

representation of scene reflectivity. However, radiometric measurement uncertaint.? 

of less than 10% is extremely hard to achieve in remote sensing due to both 

sensor and environmental factors (Norwood and Lansing. 19831. Noise from this 

MSV system was estimated to be a t  least 10% of the recieved signal. 



APPENDIX B 

A filtration method was used for determination of total sediment 

concentration. The filtration method has  several advantages over the Pyrex dish 

in the evaporating method (Environment Canada Sediment Laboratory New 

Westminster; and Geological Survey of Canada Sediment Laboratory, Patricia Bay. 

B. C . .  Laboratory equipment necessary for filtering sediment are: 

Millipore filtration funnel. 

Filter manifold system with vacuum pump. 

Dessicators. 

Analytical balance. 

Drying ovens. 

57 mm aluminum weighing dishes. 

Millipore filters (pore size = .45 pm!. 

Graduated cylinders. flasks. 

Filtrution Method Laboratory Ana1,~sis 

1. Number the sample bottles and corresponding 57 mm aluminunl weighing dish. 

2. Place the 3 um millipore filter in the weight,ing dish. 

. Place weighting dishes in oven at 103 C for 1 hour. 

4. Transfer dishes into dessicators to cool to room temperature t 1 houi.). 

5 .  Record the weight of the filters. 

6 .  Record t.he gross weight of the sample bottle + the sample. 

'7. Record the volume of the sample (mLi. 

8. Place the filter in the millipore funnel and apply vacuum pressure of 100 to 300 

mm Hg. 

9. Wash filtrate through the milipore funnel, taking care to wash the graduated 



cylinder, sample bottle and the funnel with distilled water to  obtain all residue. 

Let sample bottles air dry for several 11oui.s. 

Place the filter + the residue in appropriate weighing dish. 

Place weighing dishes in ox7ens to dry a t  105 C for 3 hours. 

Transfer dishes to dessicators to cool to room temperature (1.5 hours). 

Record the weight of the filter + residue (grams'). 

Record the weight of the dry sample bottles. 

Calculate the resultant total concentration as: 

where: 

= total concentration in mg/L 

= net weight of sediment in g. (#I4 - #5). 

A = 1000 mL per L. 

I3 = 1000 mg per g. 

Wsm = net weight of water-sediment mixture expressed in mL. 



APPENDIX C 

TABLES OF DATA 

The following tables contain data  from both the field survey and the laboratory 

experiment. These tables contain the absolute and ratio optical density values a s  well 

a s  the SSC values (mgil). 
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